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Introduction

1.1

Background

When creating any program, object-oriented or otherwise, software engineers are bound to
face problems that they will have faced before. Each problem will display certain characteristics of problems prior solved, and programmers will often adapt solutions from past
problems to solve new ones.
Proven methods exist to handle specific characteristics of a problem. These best practises
were catalogued as 23 different ‘design patterns’ by Gamma et al., who describe them as
a “description of communicating objects and classes that are customized to solve a general
design problem in a particular context” (Gamma et al., 1995, p. 3). By using suitable design
patterns when modelling a program, developers are aided in how they implement programs
to minimise bad design and thus errors in their implementation. As such, there is a strong
motivation to use design patterns (Noborikawa, 2003, p. 5), for the following advantages:
• No need to ‘reinvent’ the wheel
Where there are known solutions to existing problems, developers can use proven methods to approach those problems in the best ways possible.
• Greater abstraction
Rather than focusing on minute details, software can easily be modelled on pre-existing
design patterns. Developers can deviate their focus on developing their abstractions,
rather than, say, focusing on how inheritance should be used in the program.
• Modular programs
With design pattens, software becomes far more flexible and easier to work with;
developers familiar with design patterns can quickly pick up, and contribute to, other
programs that make good use of design patterns.
• Pattern language
Design patterns allow for a common vocabulary in which design alternatives can be
discussed—instead of explaining the design pattern as a whole, the common terms
intent, motivation, applicability etc. can be mentioned, making developers work more
flexibly with each other.
4
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Figure 1.1: MVC decouples the abstract model from its representative view—from Gamma
et al. (1995, p. 5)

• Expert development
Design patterns have been developed by experts—passing that knowledge to novice
programmers allows for a generation of programmers to learn the best modelling practices from when they start learning programming.
Systems modelled on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture can be implemented
using a mixture of both the Observer and Mediator design patterns. MVC describes that
the highest levels of abstraction in the problem domain (the Model) should be distinctly
separated from their representation and interaction with the user (the View).
The Controller ‘glues’ the Model and the View together, not by overseeing the operation
of the Views and Models but by mediating their communication. The Observer and Mediator
design patterns implement the controller’s actions to “promote loose coupling by keeping
objects from referring to each other explicitly” (Gamma et al., 1995, p.273). By using the
Controller as a Mediator and Observer for Model and View, all changes within the model
can be propagated to and from relevant aspects of the program. Budd (2001) summarises
this with the following:
“[The Controller] communicates with both the model (the object being observed)
and the observers. The model and the observers need not, then, have any direct
interaction with eachother.”
- (Budd, 2001, p.476)
5
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While the Observer pattern’s intent determines which objects depend on each other and
how they are automatically kept up to date, the Mediator pattern describes a structure to
model these automatic updates.
The fundamental reason in this mixed design allows both Model and View to be loosely
coupled (Figure 1.1)—their dependency on each other is kept to a minimal, thereby achieving:
• separation of concerns for each component that the system will deal with,
• modularity and flexibility to introduce or remove varying views as needed with ease,
• increases consistency amongst classes, increasing future reuse of the class (Gamma
et al., 1995, p. 293).

1.2

Aims and Goals

For the purposes of this report, the ‘primary’ benefit of using design patterns and MVC was
to decouple the abstract model from any form of representative view.
By first defining what design patterns were and their advantages for developers in 1.1,
this prompted questionable disadvantages when using design patterns, which this report
sought to ascertain:
1. What is the correlation between a program’s design and performance?
(a) Does better design inevitably lead to an increase in program performance?, or
(b) Does designing for the purposes of separation of concerns mean a sacrifice of
performance?
2. How does a change in programming language alter the performance and complexity of
each design?
(a) Do specific language-features imply less code to process?
(b) Does a language’s overall efficiency improve processing?

6
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These aims allowed for the development of two similar systems: one that utilises an
intermediary Controller to provide effective, decoupled communication between the Model
and Views, and the other that removed the need for a Controller by coupling the Model and
each View together. From this, variance in performance between the two systems were tested,
and thus the goal to deduce correlations between performance and coupled and decoupled
designs was satisfied. In addition, no bias to a specific programming language was made;
both systems were implemented in at least two separate languages, satisfying the goal for
aim two.

1.3
1.3.1

Research Methodology
Class Coupling and Implementation

This research focused on how a program with tightly coupled classes differ in performance
with a program with loosely coupled classes, and how the language used to implement each
affects this performance.
A design for a program therefore needed to be both developed, implemented in two languages and then tested for its performance. To go about achieving this, both conceptual
systems needed to be devised. This is easily achievable and expressible using the Unified
Modelling Language (UML), which allows a representation of the roles and responsibilities
that are classified after the abstraction process. UML is “a standard way to write a system’s
blueprints... for visualising, specifying, constructing and documenting [its] artefacts” (International Standards Organisation, 2005, ISO/IEC 19501:2005), and its Class Diagram modelling system is a systematic and widely-adopted method to represent the static structure of
objects and how they are collectively structured. As such, this is a good way to express the
nature of loosely and tightly coupled classes, and the relevant cohesion within those classes.
The actual development of this design is discussed in Section 2.2.
The implementation of this design could be systematically developed based on proven
implementation methods via the aforementioned design patterns; by making use of an MVC
architecture implemented using an Observer and Mediator Design Pattern for a loosely coupled program, and the lack of such patterns for the tightly coupled program. Secondly, to ensure for no bias, implementation in both languages selected needed to be considered. Where
this is the case, certain features of each languages that may affect the Metrics (Table 1.1))
needed to be considered. For detail on the implementation development, see Section 2.3.
7
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Lastly, a set of performance testing tools are made freely available in many Integrated
Development Environment (IDEs). As defined in Section 1.3.3, the IDE to be selected
needed to measure system performance in a running program. Most modern IDEs support
this requirement—it was therefore up to the selection of language (1.3.2) to help decide the
IDE to use (as some IDEs are developed to implement certain languages), and thus the
performance tools available in that IDE were the ones to be utilised.
1.3.2

Language Selection

To ensure no bias to a particular programming language, a selection of at least two languages was paramount. Characteristics of what defines a ‘good’, object-oriented language
is debatable, and for the purposes of this report, two key considerations were simplified to:
efficiency and flexibility.
From the four languages studied in HIT2302 Object-Oriented Programming, two of the
four languages, Objective-C and C++ are both supersets of the highly-efficient, low-level C
language (Cox and Novobilski (1991, p.44) and Chisnall (2011, p.5)). Thus, both inherit the
high performance of the language, and are good contenders for efficient languages.
Objective-C is a dynamically-typed language; all variables are potentially polymorphic
since a variable’s value type is always determined at run-time and is, therefore, freely interchangeable. Unlike the statically-typed C++ language, which binds variable value types to
the variable type at compile-time, polymorphic variables are not implicitly defined. Unless a
dynamic cast is used, given that the class contains one virtual unit to make it polymorphic,
all variable types remain static. As there are no run-time casting, this makes C++ slightly
more efficient than Objective-C.
In terms of ease of implementation, Objective-C is almost always coupled with the Foundation framework, which defines base Objective-C classes used throughout any Objective-C
implementation—classes such as NSString for strings, NSNumber for all kinds of numbers,
NSArray for aggregating any kind of object (without the need of parametric polymorphism).
This is achievable both due to its dynamically-typed nature, and the NSObject ‘base’ class
from which all other classes inherit from.
C++ does not include such a base class, meaning all classes are uniquely distinct from each
other and are not related. It also relies on primitive C types for most of its base types—
int, float, char—providing some extensions with strings, vectors and maps. Unlike
Objective-C’s NSArray, a vector in C++ must be specified using parametric polymorphism—
8
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e.g., a vector of strings.
Moreover, Objective-C includes Automatic Reference Counting, which can dynamically
relinquish objects when they are no longer being referenced by other objects. C++ does not
have such a system, and therefore objects must be relinquished manually by the programmer
at a state in the program when the object is no longer referenced by other objects.
Thus, both languages have their pros and cons in terms balancing their features with
their ease of use; both are similar in terms of efficiency and flexibility, and that makes them
suitable languages to compare the performance of both designs developed in the previous
sections.
1.3.3

Metric Selection

A selection of metrics that compare both designs implemented in both languages was needed
to assess the differences in performance. A summary of the selected metrics and thus their
usefulness in this study is outlined in Table 1.1.
By utilising performance assessment tools in an Integrated Development Environment,
the run-time memory consumption and CPU performance of a program was assessed. These
metrics are easily comparable to both languages and both designs, and are a good indication
for machine-performance for efficiency.
A visual indication of performance was also tested, measured by:
1. Frames Per Second (FPS) measurement, and
2. actual gameplay performance, via the ‘speed’ of animals.
Firstly, the SwinGame SDK contains a built-in FPS counter which can be used to measure
the maximum and minimum frames per second on an average play-through of the game.
Secondly, by determining how long it takes for an ‘Animal’ to move from one side of the screen
to the other. This determined whether each design and each language has a noticeable affect
on the actually playability of the game. Both determine visual and gameplay performance
in the game.
Time profiling was used to determine which classes (i.e., their methods) of the program
use the most of the system’s resources. From this, a differentiation between how long methods
are running for in each design and language was found.
9
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Lastly, the amount of code produced in both languages and in both designs was also
examined—more flexible, and perhaps more efficient, languages suggests that fewer lines of
code need be written (Lipow, 1982), and likewise with a more coupled design with competitively less classes (a design with no Controller) compared to a more decoupled design.

10
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Table 1.1: Metric evaluation and their usefulness to the report.

Metric
CPU, Memory and
Network Usage

Usefulness
Whether the differing designs in each language have a physical affect on machine performance

System Performance

Maximum Frames
Per Second

Whether the differing designs and languages have an affect
on the visual performance of the game.

Visual Performance

Time taken for Animal
to move across screen.

Whether the differing designs and languages have any noticeable affect on gameplay performance.

Gameplay Performance

Methods which consume
greatest processing time

Whether the differing designs use less processing time for
certain tasks within the program.

Time profiling

Lines of Code
Design complexity and language

Whether the differing designs and languages suggest fewer
lines of code that need to be written.

flexibility.

11
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Method
Required Materials

Each design were modelled with the UML modelling and design tools on Lucidchart.com.
As one of the languages of choice was Objective-C, the Xcode IDE was used. Xcode can
be used to write both Objective-C and C++ , and is therefore a suitable IDE to construct
each of the designs.
After each design was implemented (see 2.3), performance measurements were recorded
by testing the program using Xcode’s Instruments testing app. By capturing the output
from the statistics of this app, analysis of then performance could be made.
The CLOC (Count Lines of Code) script was used to analyse the amount code written
for each implementation.

2.2

Design Procedure

For the purposes of this report, a simple game model and several views of that model were
developed. In both versions of the game, loosely coupled or tightly coupled, the model
and views remain unchanged—only the way they interact (with or without an intermediary
controller) is altered.
2.2.1

Determining Model Design

The model was an abstraction of the cat-mouse game. This abstraction of the cat mouse
game lacked certain game features such as score or collision detection between the cat and
the mouse, as that is not within the scope of this report. Thus, such levels of detail were
forgone, and this basic model sufficed, albeit a somewhat primitive model of a ‘game’.
The game was initially classified into a base Animal class. This class defined any simple, playable object that players interact with, via the views provided in the game (see
Section 2.2.2). To specialise this Animal class, the Cat and Mouse classes developed inherited simple data and functionality from the Animal class, such as position, or to move in a
direction.
The ‘game’ component primarily focused on two players being able to play the game with
each other—with one player as the cat and the other as the mouse. To accommodate for this
requirement, the model needed to communicate with another game model over a network
12
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Figure 2.1: The basic flow of updating the game model revolves around a series of updates
between two machines running the game.

(described within Section 2.2.2)—allowing for two models to be in communication in two
remote locations (Figure 2.1).
To interface with these classes, a more abstract class, Game, was also developed. This
controlled any interaction between any external events, such as network updates, keyboard
input etc. It is not, however, the Controller in the MVC architecture for the loosely coupled
system—this class still exists as the Model.
2.2.2

Determining View Design

The views were for the game were separated by their particular concern with the game model
and how they interact with it. The classes defined for each view are discussed below.
Network The Network view class is responsible for allowing the two computers to send
updates to each other about changes made to their models—so that a remote model is able
to make changes to the local model via another machine.
GUI The GUI view class is a visual representation of the model, so that users can actually
visualise and ‘play-out’ the game model. Without the GUI view, the game would only exist
with its model-form—there would be no way to actually ‘view’ the Animals on the screen.

13
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Keyboard Contrasted to the GUI view above, the Keyboard class is not a representation of
the model—it essentially allows the controller to have some form of interactive user interface
device to pass in changes to the model, a method devised by Krasner and Pope (1988, p. 27).
Thus, it is a view to allow modification to the model.
Log The Log view serialises the data contained within events that occur in the system.
All events that the controller (refer to 2.2.3) processes between the model and view are
serialised to the console. As the controller intermediary exists within the decoupled designs
of the game, the Log view is hence not present in the coupled version.
2.2.3

Determining Controller Design

The controller is used to broadcast change within the game model. This is the basis of the
MVC architecture, which Krasner and Pope describe as:
Views and controllers have exactly one model [the Game], but a model can have
one or several views and controllers associated with it [Network, GUI, Keyboard
etc.]. To maximize data encapsulation and thus code reusability, views and controllers need to know about their model explicitly, but models should not know
about their views and controllers.
- (Krasner and Pope, 1988, p. 27)
The Controller design is modelled based on Krasner and Pope’s characteristics of a controller, whereby the following traits of a Controller were met:
1. The Controller class has no immediate access to the Model or the View and what they
actually do, but know of their existence.
2. As such, the Model class has no direct access of its Views and vice-versa.
3. All interaction between both Model and Views are handled by the Controller.
In order for the controller to function, the Event class acts as a systematic way to package
information and propagate it to and from the Model and Views.
14
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Events Whenever the model announces a change or a change is to be made from the model
externally (i.e., from the Keyboard or Network), the information regarding this change is
encapsulated within an Event object. An event is simply a representation of this change by
simple key/value pairs—see Figure 2.2.

Event Manager Using events, the controller is
able to Observe and Mediate all interaction between the view and model using the Observer and
Mediator design patterns mentioned in 1.1. This is
done by an EventManager class. The Event Manager handles all requests for any classes that wishes
to process events it receives, satisfying the third
trait of a Controller described above. The manager itself never sees the data encapsulated within
the Event object, and only serves the purpose to
pass these events from the Model to the View and
vice-versa.

Figure 2.2: An event encapsulates a
collection of key/value pairs.

Event Subscribers Event Managers aggregate a collection of EventSubscribers; essentially any class that wants to handle events—either by processing them or announcing them.
In order to satisfy the first characteristic of a Controller listed on page 14, Event Subscribers
anonymise the functionality of what that class wants to do with the event. Thus the Event
Manager only ever works with Event Subscribers, never directly referencing a class by its
name. As mentioned, there are two kinds of Event Subscribers: EventProcessors and
EventAnnouncers.
Event Processors EventProcessors essentially receive events and implement changes in
the class they’re used in based on the data encapsulated within that event. Each Event
Processor may process the event in any way they want—for example, GUI processes the
events by drawing updates in the Game’s animals (i.e., position updates) on screen, the Log
serialises all event data to the console, etc. They need a Process Event method which the
Event Manager calls—see Section 2 for how this is implemented.
15
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Event Announcers EventAnnouncers do the opposite of Event Processors by creating
events for others to process. They create the data to encapsulate within events from some
information that they gather, and then ask the Event Manager to announce it to any Event
Processor who wants to use that information—for example, the Keyboard to capture keyboard events and announces the keys pressed relevant to the game.
At times, a class may be both a processor and an announcer of events. This is relevant
for the network view; it announces events from messages it receives from the network, and
it also processes events it receives from the model to pass over the network. Figure 2.3
describes a typical process where this is the case; to logically update Player A on Player B’s
model, the following physical process is made:
1. Player A presses their keyboard, which Keyboard captures and announces
2. Player A’s Game receives that announcement (pushed via its EventManager) and processes it to update its own model
3. Player A’s Game announces all updates made to its model which:
(a) Player A’s GUI processes by displaying changes to the current player’s position on
the screen
(b) Player A’s Network processes by sending that update over the network
4. Network on Player B’s instance of the game will announce the message received from
Player A’s Network
5. Player B’s Game receives that update (pushed via its EventManager) and makes changes
about the other player in its own model, which it then announces
6. Player B’s GUI updates the position of its other player on its screen.
2.2.4

Determining a Coupled Design

To couple the design outlined above, the functionality within the Keyboard, Network and GUI
classes was transferred and become the functionality of the Game class. This simplified the
design drastically (compare Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Whilst the Game had a greater coupling
with its views, it also had an increased cohesion, as it is now more responsible handling
keyboard input, drawing changes to the view, and sending messages over the network.
16
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Figure 2.3: Modelling controller flow within the game.
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The design ‘trade-off’ was that direct relationships between the Model and View decreases
the resemblance of the original ‘Cat-Mouse’ abstraction. Noting that the abstract concept
of the game doesn’t classify how the user should interact with it, the design introduced here
intently ignores that requirement, and instead classifies that the abstract concept should be
coupled with its non-abstractive, representative views. The Game now knows it is being
drawn to a GUI, it knows it is sending messages over a Network etc., going against the MVC
principle that “models should not know about their views and controllers.” (Krasner and
Pope, 1988, p. 27).
By doing this, the overhead of a Controller passing Events around was reduced; a potential
increase in performance could be tested since there was no need to encapsulate data in an
event object and have an Event Manager handle it, since the same data is being handled
internally within the Game class. As such, events only need to be processed for who they
are intended for; whilst the decoupled designed suggests the Event Manager passes events
to Event Processors, regardless if that event is intended for that processor, the lack of an
Event Manager in this design disallows for unnecessary event handling (e.g., the Network
never receives a Keyboard announcement since the Game now controls where events need
to be sent and who they should be intended for). Changes in performance between the two
designs developed could therefore be tested.
2.2.5

UML Class Diagrams

The UML class diagrams suggested in Section 1.3.1 could therefore be developed based on
the designs mentioned in this section. They are attached in Appendix A in Figures A.1
through A.4.
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Figure 2.4: Overall, decoupled system design—notice the separation between the abstraction of
Animals and their views.

Figure 2.5: Overall, coupled system design—the Game is more cohesive, and has a stronger
coupling with how it is represented. Therefore, it is less characteristically like its concept as the
abstract model ‘knows’ of its representative views.
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Implementation Procedure
Defining Project Versions

For ease of reference henceforth, each design and its corresponding language implementation
is known as a ‘project’. Each project is allocated a specific version number, based on the
design as conceptualised in Section 1.3 and what language (Section 1.3.2) it was written in.
Figure 2.6 lists each version code for every implementation of the game (i.e., language
and design).
Figure 2.6: Versions for each project.

Design
Decoupled

Coupled

C++

#1

#3

Obj-C

#2

#4

Language

2.3.2

Implementation

The code written to implement the game and each of its versions can be found in the
documentation attached in Appendix D.
A series of comparison notes made whilst implementing the game to compare language
features that may affect performance can be found in Table 2.1.
After implementation of the code, the code was analysed using Xcode’s analysis tool (see
Figure 2.7). By using the analysis tool, improvements to memory allocation and program
logic could be made. This remove potential issues with performance which may have affected
the results, due to poor programming and not the language or the program design. Typical
analysis issues involved:
• Dead stored values—objects created but never read later.
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• Potential memory leaks—objects created but never relinquished.
• Logic errors—returning uninitialised, garbage values from methods by accident (i.e.
where conditions were not met, causing the resulting value never to be initialised).

Figure 2.7: Xcode code analysis issues.
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Table 2.1: Comparison Notes Between C++ and Objective-C implementations

Note

C++

Objective-C

Implementing Event
class data encapsulation.

The map template can store
values in key/value pairs.
However, parametric polymorphism must be used to specify
the key type and value type.
For the game, Events are always stored as strings:

The NSDictionary object can
be used to store key/value
pairs.
As Objective-C is
a dynamically-typed language,
allowing for the id type to
represent any object, there is
no further specification as to
what type a key or value needs
to be. Moreover, shorter syntax exists to declare a simple
NSDictionary:

map<string, string> _data;
...
_data["abc"] = "123"

@{@"abc" : @"123"};

Implementing retrieval
of an Event’s encapsulated data

The find method on maps returns the iterator of the parameter passed:
// Get
auto x
// For
string
// For
string

Implementing a sibling relationship between Event Announcers and Processors

iterator
= eData.find("x");
key of key ‘x’
key = x->first;
value of key ‘x’
value = x->second;

A base class from which the
Event Announcer and Event
Processor inherit from. Not
a pure-virtual class; allowed
for all Event Subscriber’s to
be dynamically added and removed as needed.

The objectForKey method on
NSDictionary returns the object stored with the given key:
NSString value
= [eData objectForKey:@"x"];

A base protocol which defined no methods at all; only
existed to relate the Event Announcer and Event Manager
classes.

Continued on next page
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Note

C++

Objective-C

Implementation
of
Event
Subscriber
processing in Event
Manager using fast
enumeration

A
combination
of
the
for_each
function
and
lambda expressions allows
for quick and efficient use of
iteration:

Using ids and a for loop with
the in keyword is a more simplified way to iterate through
the Event Subscribers:
for (id sub in _subs) { ... }

for_each(_subs->begin(),
_subs->end(),
[&eData]
(EventSubscriber *sub)
{ ... }
);

Determining if an
Event Subscriber is
an Event Processor
for the Process Event
method
in
Event
Manager.

Used dynamic casting on a
Event Subscriber to an Event
Processor. Successful via using overriding/inclusion polymorphism in Event Subscriber
by making its destructor virtual:
EventProcessor *processor =
dynamic_cast<EventProcessor*>
(sub);

All Objective-C objects derive
from the base NSObject. This
means that they inherit the
useful conformsToProtocol
method:
if ([sub conformsToProtocol:
@protocol(CMEventProcessor)])
[sub processEvent:evt];

if (processor != nullptr)
processor->process_event(evt);
Continued on next page
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Note

C++

Objective-C

Implementation
of
Class
Operations;
since there will always
be only one Event
Manager,
passing
messages to the class
object instead of an
instance of the class is
quite useful.

Using the static keyword on
methods allows those methods
to be declared statically, and
therefore accessible by calling
the method on the class:

Using factory methods—
declare the class with a +
rather than a - means that
the method should be invoked
on the class object, not on an
instance of the class:

Implementing
automatically
addition
and removal an Event
Subscriber to an from
the Event Manager

Providing a custom constructor/destructor for the
EventSubscriber class will
always
add/remove
the
newly
created/destroyed
EventSubscriber to/from the
EventManager.

static void
publish_event(Event *e);
+(void) publishEvent:(Event*)e;
...
...
EventManager::publish_event(e); [EventManager publishEvent:e];

A protocol cannot have
any
implementation—
thus classes that use the
CMEventSubscriber
will
need
to
implementation
adding/removal to/from the
EventManager in their init
and dealloc methods.
Continued on next page
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C++

Objective-C

The public, protected and
private keywords can all be
used to declare the scope of
particular variables and methods in a class:

Instance variables can encapsulate private data. All children inherit instance variables
from their parents. Methods
that are private should only
be delcared in the implementation (.m) file:

// Animal Class
public:
void move(dirs dir);
protected:
point2d *_position;
private:
void check_off_screen();

// Animal Class
@interface CMAnimal : NSObject
{ SGPoint2D *_position; }
-(void) moveInDir:(dirs) dir;
@end
@implementation CMAnimal
-(void) moveInDir:(dirs) dir
{...}
-(void) checkOffScreen
{...}
@end
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Metrics Gathering Procedure

All projects of the game were tested between two, networked machines with the following
specifications:
Table 2.2: Specifications of Machine One

Processor
Memory
OS
IDE
Graphics
Storage
Networking

3.4 GHz Intel Core i7
8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3
OS X v10.9
Xcode 5.0.1
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680MX 2048 MB
1TB HDD at 7200RPM
256 GB SSD
802.11 a/b/g/n Wi-Fi

Table 2.3: Specifications of Machine Two

Processor
Memory
OS
IDE
Graphics
Storage
Networking

1.3 GHz Intel Core i5
4 GB 1600 MHz DDR3
OS X v10.9
Xcode 5.0.1
Intel HD Graphics 5000 1024 MB
128 GB SSD
802.11 a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi

Testing was be done between both machines running the same version of the game—
although it was possible to run different versions of the game on different machines, there
was not enough time to conduct performance tests between different versions of the game
running at the same time (i.e., an Objective-C decoupled implementation communicating
with a C++ coupled implementation).
All tests were conducted with a code optimisation level of -O3 for ‘Fastest’ optimisation.
This ensures little bias in performance results by ensuring debugging performance is increased
to release performance.
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The following outlines the steps needed for obtaining the statistics required for each
metric running each project on both machines simultaneously.
1. Open Xcode’s Instruments
2. From the library, add the following instruments:
• CPU Monitor–select the User Load statistic.
• Virtual Memory Tracker–select the Dirty1 Memory Size statistic
• Network Activity Monitor–select the Net Packets In Per Second and Net
Packets Out Per Second statistics.
• Time Profiler–select User under Callstacks.
3. Run the game
4. From the ‘Target’ menu, select ‘Attach Process’, and find CatMouse.
5. Initiate the following events at the following times:
• 10 seconds–Attempting to establish connection between machines (as a host)
• 20 seconds–Establish connection between machines
• 30 seconds–Host player moving
• 40 seconds–Both players moving
• 50 seconds–Move host to left-hand side of screen
• 60 seconds–Start moving host player towards right-hand side of screen.
6. As soon as the player reaches the other side of the screen, take a screenshot and
immediately quit the game.
7. From the screenshot, record the frames per second statistics.
8. Record the total run-time (end of game time) minus 60 seconds to measure the time
taken for the player to move across the screen.
1

Defined as “the amount of memory currently being used that must be written to secondary storage
before being reused.” (Apple, Inc., 2013)
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9. Open the Time Profiler instrument to gather the run-down of method running-time.
Record running-time (in percentage) for CatMouse methods. Expand methods for
submethods where need be.
10. Record the User Load, Dirty Memory Size and Net Packets In/Out Per Second for the
following intervals, by dragging the mouse over the time range:
• 15 seconds–Attempting to establish a connection
• 25 seconds–Idle connection established
• 35 seconds–Single-player movement
• 45 seconds–Dual-player movement
11. Repeat for second machine.
Using the CLOC script, record the number of lines of code for each project version.
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Results

The source of the following data can be found in Appendix B.

3.1
3.1.1

System Performance
CPU Load

As made noticeable in Figure 3.1, CPU User Load for C++ implementations followed the
same, noticeable trend:
1. Load peaked at about 15 per cent whilst attempts to establish network connections
were made.
2. When a connection was established and the connection was idle (no players are moving):
(a) the load decreased to a low of about 7.5 per cent for decoupled C++ , and
(b) coupled C++ decreased the load even further to about 6 per cent.
3. When players moved:
(a) decoupled C++ increased by about half a per-cent on host-player movement only,
increasing to about 9 per cent when both players are moving, whilst
(b) coupled C++ remained at a static load until the end of the performance test at
about 5.5 per cent.
Objective-C, however, had a far different trend:
1. Like all C++ implementations, load sat at about 15 per cent when establishing a connection to a client.
2. Objective-C sat at about 13.5 per cent when an idle connection was made for both
decoupled and coupled implementations, significantly higher than the C++ implementation.
3. When a single player was moving:
(a) Decoupled Objective-C used the most CPU processing, sitting at its high of 18
per cent.
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(b) Coupled Objective-C was significantly lower, at about 14 per cent.
(c) However, both were significantly higher than C++ implementations.
4. When both players were moving:
(a) Decoupled Objective-C seemed to decrease its processing, dipping down from its
high of 18 per cent to about 16 per cent.
(b) Coupled Objective-C rose by about half a per cent.
Thus, there are noticeable differences between both implementation language and the
coupling choices in design—Figure 3.2 further confirmed this illustrating an overall decline
in CPU Load from decoupled to coupled designs. Moreover, it’s quite clear that Objective-C
generally required more processing for all tasks than C++ , and its decline in load between
its designs were not as great as the decline in load for C++ designs.
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Figure 3.1: CPU User Load for all Projects at each recorded interval.

Figure 3.2: Average aggregated CPU User Load for all Projects.
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Dirty Memory Size

From Figure 3.3, it was noticeable that there were significant differences between both languages and designs at each interval:
1. When connections were being established:
(a) Both coupled designs start with very minimal memory consumption at just 5MB.
(b) Both decoupled were significantly higher—three times the decoupled usage at
15MB for Objective-C and almost four times the amount with decoupled C++ at
19MB.
2. However, trends for both altered significantly once connections were made:
(a) Coupled designs had disparate figures between both languages:
i. Objective-C’s coupled design was still consuming the least memory at 15MB
ii. C++ spikes to the highest memory consumption recorded at 22MB.
(b) Unlike the coupled designs, decoupled designs were relatively stable when it came
to idle connections; C++ increased by about 1MB to 20MB usage, while ObjectiveC increased slightly more to 17.5MB.
3. When players were moving though, both designs began to stabilise in their memory
usage:
(a) Coupled C++ was using more memory than decoupled C++ , stabilising at 23MB
and 21.5MB, respectively.
(b) Coupled Objective-C was still using more memory than its decoupled counterpart
when a single player was moving, although this nature inversed when both players
were moving.
Overall, however, there is a definite trend that a decoupled design will use more memory than coupled designs. From Figure 3.4, there were significant drops in memory
consumption between both designs by about 1MB for C++ and 3.5MB per language.
Therefore, although there is change, there is more change in Objective-C than C++ ,
since the results showed that Objective-C tended to use less memory than C++ .
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Figure 3.3: Dirty Memory Size for all Projects at each recorded interval.

Figure 3.4: Average aggregated Dirty Memory Size for all Projects.
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Network Packets In/Out

From Figure 3.5, all designs and languages start with almost no network packets being sent
to either machine while connections are established or are idle. Only when players begin
to move are there significant increases in packets sent. Net packets out showed data that
was almost identical to the net packets received—thus only net packets in is displayed here.
Please refer to Appendix B for the net packets out statistics.
The results highlighted that packets, on average, doubled when two players are moving.
When this is the case, Objective-C tended to send and receive the most amount of packets
(about 210 for decoupled and 180 for coupled), while C++ sent and received the least (about
170 packets for each design).
From these final values, it was deduced that—on an average play-through of the game
where both players would be playing—Objective-C tended to send the most packets, whilst
C++ sent the least, with minimal variance between the coupling of classes used in design.
However, the aggregated results from Figure 3.6 displays contrary evidence: whilst an
implementation in Objective-C decreases when moving from decoupled to coupled designs,
an implementation in C++ shows quite a large increase instead. This contrast supports conflicting differences between class coupling designs in terms of its network performance, and
ultimately the language of choice has had significant impact on the results.
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Figure 3.5: Net Packets In per Second for all Projects at each recorded interval.

Figure 3.6: Average aggregated Net Packets In per Second for all Projects.
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Gameplay Performance

The results emphasised that gameplay performance is affected depending on which implementation of language is used. Refer to Figure 3.7.
When comparing C++ implementations, there is a minor decrease in time taken for a
player to move from one side of the screen to the other—on average, about one and a half
seconds was shed off the time, suggesting that a coupled implementation does improve a
player’s speed, and therefore improve the playability of the game itself.
Objective-C, however, shows contrasting, disparate results. The decoupled design shows
a significant increase in a player’s speed. It only took two and a half seconds to scale the
screen width—and, unlike C++ implementations, this was a noticeable improvement in the
gameplay’s performance. However, when classes were coupled, the player speed decreased
incredibly—the Objective-C results showed that gameplay performance was worsened by
coupling the classes.

Figure 3.7: Time for players to move across the screen for each Project, measuring difference in
player speed and thus playability of the game.
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Visual Performance

From Figure 3.8, best visual performance was consistently within the 60-61FPS range, and
thus visual performance was never severly affected by any particular project.
The results did show, however, a slight improvement in C++ implementations of the game,
with a maximum difference of about half a frame per second when compared to ObjectiveC. C++ had greater visual performance in its coupled implementation, although Objective-C
contrasts this since its visual performance was better in its decoupled implementation.
However, the scale in these results are too minor to be noticeable—Objective-C’s coupled
implementation was worse off only by roughly 0.1FPS, which had almost no visual impact
at all.
Thus, while coupled implementations may improve visual performance, it is not static
amongst the language used, and even so, this performance is too minor to be noticeable.

Figure 3.8: Maximum FPS counted for each Project.
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Proportionate Code Written

The results from the CLOC script are summarised in Table 3.1. While Objective-C’s decoupled implementation required less code than C++ , its coupled implementation did have a
slightly higher code count, albeit minimal, at just 12 lines over that of C++ . C++ also managed to maintain a lower file-count by one in both designs when compared to Objective-C,
and the structure of C++ was generally more succinct than that of Objective-C’s.
Table 3.1: File and code counts for both languages and designs.

Project
#1
#2
#3
#4
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Decoupled C++
Decoupled Objective-C
Coupled C++
Coupled Objective-C

Code Line Count
693
682
486
498

File Count
22
23
11
12
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Method Processing Time

Results of Method Processing Time was gathered from Appendix B.3. To remove bias for
the ten second network connection wait, data was mined down to calculate only in-game
processing and exclude all processing needed to establish connections.
Data mining conditions for the results shown in Figures 3.9 to 3.12 are as thus:
1. Exclude all system and SwinGame method calls.
2. Mine down from topmost Cat Mouse calls down to SwinGame calls only.
3. Show C++ or Objective-C (depending on the project version) symbols only.
4. Display methods called in:
(a) the main game loop2 for decoupled implementations, or
(b) the process_game() / processGame method within the main game loop for coupled implementations.
5. Work out the relative percentages of processing times between each of these methods.
From, relative, in-game processing within each language, the distribution of top-level,
heavy-processing methods varies between the three main views—Network, Keyboard and
GUI. However, these changes are not consistent amongst the language for all views.
All views increase their GUI processing when going from decoupled to coupled implementations, C++ using an extra 23.1 per cent to process its GUI while Objective-C increases by
only 11.5 per cent. Keyboard processing between both languages in their implementations
decreases, viable due to the proportionate increase in GUI processing—e.g., C++ decreases
its Keyboard processing time by 26.6 per cent.
Compared to decoupled implementations, there is significant decrease in the Network view
processing its messages in Objective-C—halving from 1.3 per cent to 0.5 per cent. However,
inconsistently, Network processing for C++ increases by 4.5 per cent. These differences may
be accountable for variations in Network traffic (see 4.2).

2

By game loop, a conditional loop that will always be true until a player disconnects or quits their game.
Refer to Appendix D.1.4 and D.2.3.
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Figure 3.9: Relative processing time for methods called in the main game loop for
Decoupled C++ .

Figure 3.10: Relative processing time for methods called in the main game loop for
Decoupled Objective-C.
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Figure 3.11: Relative processing time for methods called in the process game method for
Coupled C++ .

Figure 3.12: Relative processing time for methods called in the processGame method for
Coupled Objective-C.
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Discussion

4.1

Statistics Analysis

Summary of the Statistics Analysis can be found in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
4.1.1

Performance Analysis

An analysis of the performance statistics gathered indicate that, on average, decoupled
programs do tend to consume more resources than coupled programs. As hypothesised, the
results do show a inclination towards a sacrifice of performance for better design.
CPU and Memory Consumption CPU usage and memory consumption tend to be
proportional in the findings. On average, decoupled programs had poorer performance by
an increase of about 1.5 per cent of CPU usage and 2.5MB of memory; more memory and
processing power is needed to encapsulate information into Event instances, and to have an
Event Manager handle those Events. Instead, by directly coupling the classes and removing
the Controller entirely, processing time was generally reduced. The lack of Event Announcers
meant that processing Keyboard and Network events dropped significantly—less time was
needed to process these views, since higher coupling meant that events could be handled
directly by their intended processor, and not via an intermediary which would send events
to all (sometimes, unintended) processors.
An example of this involves the Keyboard announcer having its announcements passed
to the Network view. Even though that Keyboard events are sent to both the Network View
and the Game Model, and that they only need to be processed by the Game Model, the
Network View nonetheless processes them, wasting resources by processing for no reason.
Results therefore indicate extra memory consumption for all events being created, and the
Controller needing to mediate all information around the classes. Negligent and wasteful
CPU power was allocated to Event Processors that processed unintended events, as just
highlighted, which is therefore a source of the decreased, decoupled performance.
When this Controller was made absent in the coupled implementation, the extra processing time gained by doing so was then allocated to the GUI instead, increasing overall Visual
Performance (see Section 3.3).
Secondly, Objective-C’s dynamic nature could also be a suggestion as to why its code was
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smaller than C++ for its Manager processing; while C++ was able to iterate through its Event
Subscribers with a mixture of a for_each loop, lambda expressions and a dynamic cast to
check if the Subscriber was a Processor, Objective-C needed to only use a simplified for loop
with fast enumeration, using its class qualifier as an id that conforms to an Event Processor. Such simplification suggests decreased code usage, especially for the Event Manager
in Project #2 compared with #1, although each aforementioned feature is better optimised
for its own language, and perhaps has little affect on CPU and Memory consumption when
relatively compared.
The anticipated greater efficiency of C++ over Objective-C was prevalent amongst all
CPU usage results, although, C++ did not handle memory as well as Objective-C. Overall,
Objective-C outperformed C++ in its memory consumption by about 3.5 per cent. Best
attempts were made to relinquish as much memory as possible in the C++ implementations,
using IDE tools to spot memory leaks that may have been overlooked. The AutomaticReference-Counting (ARC) feature in Objective-C (which dynamically relinquishes memory
automatically, as needed by the program) was able to relinquish objects faster than C++ , since
it can be done as soon as the objects are no longer being referenced by others. This reduces
the need for the programmer to manually relinquish and keep track of object references as the
C++ implementation required. As such, Objective-C’s ease of memory handling does suggest
that less code is needed for Objective-C implementations—while this handling is minimal,
it does add up for each class, especially for the decoupled implementation (as shown in
Section 3.4) which includes more classes for the Controller.
Network Usage Performance results, however, were not always consistent between languages. This was especially true when Network Packets were analysed for performance.
Objective-C tended to always send more packets, regardless of its coupling design, and C++
sent the least whilst still maintaining good connection between host and client.
Nonetheless, there were still improvements in network performance in the Objective-C
implementations, and Objective-C’s processing of receiving packets was, on average, slightly
faster than C++ . Objective-C’s dynamic typing may be the root of this improved performance; processMessages parsing of network messages makes use of Objective-C’s efficient
dynamic id type, within a single for loop, in conjunction with effective NSString string
parsing.
Contrary to this, C++ has a more inefficient string parsing system in its method to
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process_messages() that required two while loops within each other, illustrating sufficient decreases in overall performance. In fact, some method time profiling results directly
show this; coupled implementations of Machine Two’s runs show that Objective-C network
message processing time was about 150ms, while C++ had a time of 180ms.
However, contrary to the hypothesis, it is decoupled C++ that sends the least amount of
packets in all projects, rather than its coupled version. On inspection of Figures in Section 3.5, C++ method processing time increased on its coupled implementation. While this
may be a spike in poor network performance (see 4.2), these results highlight conflict between the two language’s performance relative to their class coupling, rendering the Network
performance tests for coupling design purposes inconclusive.

4.1.2

Visual and Gameplay Analysis

Visual Performance Visual Performance analysis gave conflicting results between languages and their designs.
C++ gave an overall improved maximum FPS count from its decoupled to coupled implementations. This was further reinforced with the increased processing time for graphics
processing; as discussed in 4.1.1, a spike from 42.7 per cent to 65.8 per cent emphasised that
more time was dedicated to graphics processing, and therefore more frames could be drawn
on the screen. This could explain the increase in the maximum FPS for coupled C++ .
Like the network performance results, however, Objective-C’s performance decreased
when classes were coupled. Even though the time profile for its GUI’s draw method drastically increased from 87 per cent to 98.6 per cent, thereby suggesting that more time was spent
processing draw events, coupled Objective-C was the worst performing in visual performance
tests.
However, given that the differences between decoupled and coupled Objective-C implementations account for a variance of approximately 0.275 FPS, it is far too small to consider
these results as indeterminate. Likewise, the overall increase in visual performance for decoupled C++ to coupled C++ of 0.1 FPS emphasise that these visual statistics are far too
minimal to have any noticeable affect on the game. For that reason, it can be deduced that
class coupling ultimately has no effect on the visual performance—they are both, for all
practical senses, equal.
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Gameplay Performance While changes in gameplay across most projects were generally
unnoticeable, Objective-C’s decoupled implementation was by far the most noticeable. Players tended to move far more smoothly, and thus were able to scale the screen much quicker
than players in the other projects. C++ implementations had little noticeable affect on gameplay performance, improving its scale run by half a second in its coupled implementation.
Relating this to the method time profiles, it’s quite consistent that all Keyboard view
processing decreased from decoupled to coupled designs, and while the C++ time scaling
results agree with this, Objective-C’s disparate results do not. Such conflicting evidence
demonstrates that language choice has too great an affect on gameplay, and therefore to
determine a clear change in performance in class coupling choice is indeterminable.

4.2
4.2.1

Limitations
Limited Designs

Testing for a limited number of designs is not indicative of applicability for most programs
that use an MVC architecture. The sample evaluated for the study was very limited, due to
limited resources in time.
Future studies should consider different abstractions that could make use of the MVC
architecture; developing a wider variety of abstractions that could apply MVC, and therefore
be applicable to performance evaluation, could be considered.
By increasing the sample size of abstractions, the overall number of MVC programs is
therefore widened. Not only does this allow the findings to be applied to a more diverse
selection of programs, but it also prompts different metrics to be evaluated; more diverse
software, say web applications, would allow different metrics to be evaluated.
For the example given, metrics could include, to name a few, response times from the
server to estimate network traffic, or sever load for model processing as opposed to client
load for view processing. This simple example has already widened the scope of metrics and
abstractions from simple games, to large-scale web applications.
4.2.2

Limited Language Scope

The two languages evaluated in this study were selected from a narrow pool of just four
languages that were studied in the HIT2302 Object-Oriented Programming unit. These
languages were chosen due to their efficiency and likeness to C (see 1.3.2).
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Table 4.1: Summary of superiority in Coupling Design based on result evaluation.

Performance Metric
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Decoupled Design

Coupled Design

CPU

x

Memory

x

Network

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Visual

Equal

Equal

Gameplay

Indeterminate

Indeterminate
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Table 4.2: Summary of superiority in Language Implementation based on result evaluation.

Performance Metric

C++

CPU

x

Objective-C

Memory

x

Network

x

Visual

Gameplay

x
x
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As discussed in 4.2.1, a language that better suits the abstraction’s representation would
be nessasary should varying designs be introduced. While Objective-C is quite suitable for
Mac and iOS programming, and C++ is suitable for applications that need good efficiency,
these languages would not be suitable for, continuing from the design in 4.2.1, a web application. JavaScript and PHP are just two other object-oriented languages where this study
could benefit from; their varying performance could be tested among their varying design,
which could contribute to the results found in this research.
4.2.3

Performance Tests

While this study selected a varying range of quantitative metrics to determine some qualitative metrics, such as gameplay playability, there were—nonetheless—very little qualitative
metrics gathered at all. Future studies would benefit from a more diverse range of metrics
to be selected—a good example for the design of this study would be to have a selection of
participants evaluate the game, then ask them to describe their thoughts of any noticeable
affects to their gameplay, as they test each of the implementations.
Furthermore, each of the tests were conducted on just two machines—both of which ran
the same operating system and gathered performance data from one IDE performance-kit.
As there were limited resources for this study, future studies could consider testing this on
a larger selection of machines that have different processing capabilities, different operating
systems, and even different performance-kits that will allow for no bias in the IDE selected.
Lastly, some data gathered within this study may have been affected by third-party
influences that do not relate to the study at all. Such influences include possible network
traffic that occurred during performance tests; exclusive access to network traffic was not
available during this study, and therefore the Network Packet data may have been affected
by the actual network connection and not by the game. Moreover, it was not possible to
single-out the process for the Cat-Mouse targets developed for this study on the machines;
third-party applications that were running at the time may have also affected the data that
was gathered. Future tests should reduce these third-party influences as much as possible
by, for example, ensuring that network traffic is exclusive by cabling a point-to-point link
between machines, or by running data-recording equipment on a separate machine from that
of the program targets developed, so that the IDE performance-kit process has no an effect
on the target process etc.
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5

5 CONCLUSION

Conclusion

A design, implemented with loosely coupled classes, was shown to have slightly worse performance than designs that couple their classes. Depending on the language the design is
implemented in, however, this performance does vary.
Model-View-Controller is an architecture that helps developers conform their programs
to the classifications of an abstraction. Results do show that the implementation of this
architecture via Observer and Mediator design patterns do complicate the code, increasing
its length by introducing Controller classes. Thus, it is expected that there is some negligent
affect on system performance.
However, this affect is so minimal that it almost goes unnoticed. Sacrifices in performance
for a better design are minimal, and the results indicate that these sacrifices are only partially
consistent amongst the two languages assessed in this study.
Perceptible differences between coupled and decoupled designs were essentially indeterminable at an abstract, qualitative viewpoint. While results gathered indicate that
Objective-C’s network handling, memory management and overall gameplay outperform
C++ , and vice-versa for visual and CPU performance, there is almost no noticeable affect
on an average run-through of the program. There is inconsistency between both languages,
which suggested that decoupled implementations may in fact improve performance where
gameplay and network performance are essential, as both languages—at times—performed
better when classes were decoupled.
Therefore, where minute system performance is a major concern, developers would be
better off to use a tightly coupled design over a decoupled design. However, in such a case,
object-oriented design is questionable; procedural programs will always offer greater efficiency
over object-oriented ones. The fundamental principles behind object-oriented programs are
to improve design and not performance—should developers need incredibly efficient performance, then use of efficient functions or procedures should be a consideration over use of
tightly coupled object-oriented classes.
However, where design is a greater factor, object-oriented principles encourage a slight
sacrifice in performance anyway, so that the design is modular, manageable and more flexible. A decoupled design achieves all three, and a sacrifice in performance is in-line with
the principles behind object-oriented programming—decoupling classes is, hence, worth its
sacrifice of performance.
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A

A UML CLASS DIAGRAMS

UML Class Diagrams

Every UML class diagram for project version are attached over the following pages. Should
they be too hard to read, feel free to access them at http://bit.ly/ResearchOOP UMLx
(where x is the version) or scan the QR codes for each below. Alternatively, read the PDF
of this document on the attached CD.

View the UML Class Diagrams For Each Version:

#1

#2

#3

#4
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Figure A.1: UML Class Diagram for Version #1.

A UML CLASS DIAGRAMS
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Figure A.2: UML Class Diagram for Version #2.
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Figure A.3: UML Class Diagram for Version #3.
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Figure A.4: UML Class Diagram for Version #4.
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Statistics Gathered
Visual, Gameplay and System Performance

The raw and aggregated statistics for Visual, Gameplay and System Performance are attached over the following pages.
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Code Length

The output from the CLOC script results are as thus:


STATS FOR #1
============
22 text files.
classified 22 files
22 unique files.
0 files ignored.
http://cloc.sourceforge.net v 1.60 T=0.06 s (341.8 files/s, 25621.9 lines/s)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Language
files
blank
comment
code
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C++
9
143
433
469
C/C++ Header
13
137
243
224
------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUM:
22
280
676
693
------------------------------------------------------------------------------STATS FOR #2
============
23 text files.
classified 23 files
23 unique files.
0 files ignored.
http://cloc.sourceforge.net v 1.60 T=0.08 s (285.9 files/s, 19701.4 lines/s)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Language
files
blank
comment
code
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Objective C
10
173
464
570
C/C++ Header
13
75
191
112
------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUM:
23
248
655
682
------------------------------------------------------------------------------STATS FOR #3
============
11 text files.
classified 11 files
11 unique files.
0 files ignored.
http://cloc.sourceforge.net v 1.60 T=0.04 s (291.6 files/s, 30030.7 lines/s)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Language
files
blank
comment
code
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C++
5
124
315
346
C/C++ Header
6
81
127
140
------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUM:
11
205
442
486
------------------------------------------------------------------------------STATS FOR #4
============
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12 text files.
classified 12 files
12 unique files.
0 files ignored.
http://cloc.sourceforge.net v 1.60 T=0.04 s (290.2 files/s, 26751.1 lines/s)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Language
files
blank
comment
code
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Objective C
6
138
329
420
C/C++ Header
6
44
97
78
------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUM:
12
182
426
498
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------



B.3



Time Profiling Statistics

The raw statistics for method Time Profiling are attached over the following pages.
Note the following:
• Any method whose processing time was greater than 2 per cent of total running time
is highlighted.
• All network connection methods were removed to exclude the ten second interval for
establishing connections (i.e. the ten second interval for the timeout method).
• Methods have been expanded to illustrate the execution stack for that method’s running time.
• Top level methods called from main are indicated with an arrow.
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Figure B.1: Project Version #1 - Machine 1

Figure B.2: Project Version #1 - Machine 2
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Figure B.3: Project Version #2 - Machine 1

Figure B.4: Project Version #2 - Machine 2
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Figure B.5: Project Version #3 - Machine 1

Figure B.6: Project Version #3 - Machine 2
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B STATISTICS GATHERED

Figure B.7: Project Version #4 - Machine 1

Figure B.8: Project Version #4 - Machine 2
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Program Documentation

To reduce the size of the portfolio, Program Documentation generated with Doxygen can be
found on the attached CD.

D
D.1
D.1.1

Source Code
Decoupled Implementations
Model

Animal
Header and Implementation of the Animal Base Class Model for the

C++

C++ decoupled implementation of the game

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

Animal
Alex Cummaudo
16 Oct 2013
Defines an abstract, base class for a playable
`thing' on the screen which can move around etc.

#ifndef __CatMouse__Animal__
#define __CatMouse__Animal__
// Include SwinGame SDK
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
/**
* @typedef dirs
* @brief
Defines
*/
typedef enum dirs
{
north, //!< To
south, //!< To
east,
//!< To
west
//!< To
}
dirs;
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move
move
move
move

in
in
in
in

negative
positive
positive
negative

y
y
x
x

direction
direction
direction
direction
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class Animal
{
public:
// Declare default constructor/destructor
Animal();
// Declare as pure virtual so that abstract base class can be used
// (i.e. no Animals can be made since its an abstract base class)
virtual ˜Animal() = 0;
// Define abstract methods
void
move(dirs dir);
//! Read property to get the position of the Animal
//! @return Position of the animal
point2d* const get_position()
{ return _position; }
//! Write property to set the position of the Animal
//! @param newPos
//!
New position to set the animal at
void
set_position(point2d *newPos){ _position = newPos; }
//! Readonly property to get the name of the animal
//! @return Name of the animal
string const get_name() { return _name; }
protected:
// Define the base items that all
// children and animals will have
//! Centrepoint position of the animal
point2d
*_position;
//! Speed at which animals move at, set to a value of 3
const int
_speed = 3;
//! Name of animals, overriden by children (i.e. `Cat' or `Mouse')
string
_name;
private:
// Off−scren check
void
off_screen();
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Animal ) ∗/





Implementation File
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/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

Animal
Alex Cummaudo
16 Oct 2013
Defines an abstract, base class for a playable
`thing' on the screen which can move around etc.

#include "Animal.h"
/**
* @brief
Default constructor for initialising
*
_position and _speed for all new Animals
*/
Animal::Animal()
{
// Initialise new point2d object
_position = new point2d;
// Y pos it always random y coord
_position->y = rnd_upto(screen_height());
};
/**
* @brief
Destructor reliquishes resources created
*
in this class
*/
Animal::˜Animal()
{
delete _position;
}
/**
* @brief
Move implementation for a Animal to
*
move an animal in a direction at
*
its speed
* @param
dir
*
Direction the animal is told to move
*
in (alters x and y axis position of
*
poisition accordingly)
*/
void Animal::move(dirs dir)
{
// Move only where not off screen
if (dir == north) { _position->y -= _speed; }
if (dir == south) { _position->y += _speed; }
if (dir == east ) { _position->x += _speed; }
if (dir == west ) { _position->x -= _speed; }
// Check off screen
this->off_screen();
}
/**
* @brief
*
*/
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void Animal::off_screen()
{
//
//
if
if
if
if
}



If position has move beyond the screen
then push it back in all cases
(_position->x > screen_width() ) {
(_position->x < 0
) {
(_position->y > screen_height()) {
(_position->y < 0
) {

_position->x
_position->x
_position->y
_position->y

=
=
=
=

screen_width();
0;
screen_height();
0;

}
}
}
}
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CMAnimal
Header and Implementation of the Animal Base Class Model for the

Obj-C

Objective-C decoupled implementation of the game

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

CMAnimal
Alex Cummaudo
23 Oct 2013
Defines an abstract, base class for a playable
`thing' on the screen which can move around etc.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame SDK
#import "SwinGame.h"
/**
* @typedef dirs
* @brief
Defines
*/
typedef enum dirs
{
north, //!< To
south, //!< To
east,
//!< To
west
//!< To
}
dirs;

compass directions in which animals can move in

move
move
move
move

in
in
in
in

negative
positive
positive
negative

y
y
x
x

direction
direction
direction
direction

@interface CMAnimal : NSObject
{
// Declare ivars
//! Centrepoint position of the animal
SGPoint2D
*_position;
//! Speed at which animals move at, set to a value of 3
int
_speed;

}

//! Name of animals, overriden by children (i.e. `Cat' or `Mouse')
NSString
*_name;

//! Readwrite property to update position, used by CMGame
@property
(retain)
SGPoint2D
*position;
//! Readonly property to name, used by CMGUI and CMNetwork
@property
(readonly) NSString
*name;
-(void) move:(dirs) dir;
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@end





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



CMAnimal
Alex Cummaudo
23 Oct 2013
Defines an abstract, base class for a playable
`thing' on the screen which can move around etc.

#import "CMAnimal.h"
@implementation CMAnimal
@synthesize position = _position;
@synthesize name
= _name;
/**
* @brief
Default constructor for initialising
*
_position and _speed for all new Animals
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) init
{
if (self = [super init])
{
// Initialise new SGPoint2D object
_position = [[SGPoint2D alloc] init];
// Y pos it always random y coord
_position.y = [SGUtils rndUpto:[SGGraphics screenHeight]];
// Initialise speed for all animals
_speed = 3;
}
return self;
}
/**
* @brief
Move implementation for a Animal to
*
move an animal in a direction at
*
its speed
* @param
dir
*
Direction the animal is told to move
*
in (alters x and y axis position of
*
poisition accordingly)
*/
-(void) move:(dirs)dir
{
// Move only where not off screen
if (dir == north) { _position.y -= _speed; }
if (dir == south) { _position.y += _speed; }
if (dir == east ) { _position.x += _speed; }
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}

if (dir == west ) { _position.x -= _speed; }
// Check off screen
[self checkOffScreen];

/**
* @brief
Off screen check that prevents any Animal from
*
going outside the borders of the screen
*/
-(void) checkOffScreen
{
// If position has move beyond the screen
// then push it back in all cases
if (_position.x > [SGGraphics screenWidth] ) { _position.x
if (_position.x < 0)
{ _position.x
if (_position.y > [SGGraphics screenHeight]) { _position.y
if (_position.y < 0)
{ _position.y
}
@end
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=
=
=
=

[SGGraphics screenWidth];
0;
[SGGraphics screenHeight];
0;

}
}
}
}
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CatMouse

D SOURCE CODE

C++

File containing both Cat and Mouse Class Models for the C++
decoupled implementation of the game


// Include SwinGame SDK
#include "SwinGame.h"



// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
// Include parent Animal
#include "Animal.h"
#ifndef __CatMouse__Cat__
#define __CatMouse__Cat__

/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/
class Cat :
{

Cat
Alex Cummaudo
18 Oct 2013
Defines an class for a playable
chaser (i.e. the chasing cat)
public Animal

public:
/**
* @brief
The default constructor for the cat
*
constructs parent and sets position on
*
lefthand-side of screen
*/
Cat()
{
_position->x = screen_width() / 4;
_name = "Cat";
}
};

/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/
class Mouse

Mouse
Alex Cummaudo
18 Oct 2013
Defines an class for a playable
chasee (i.e. the hunted mouse)
: public Animal
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{
public:
/**
* @brief
The default constructor for the mouse
*
constructs parent and sets position on
*
righthand-side of screen
*/
Mouse()
{
_position->x = 3 * screen_width() / 4;
_name = "Mouse";
}
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Cat ) ∗/
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CMCatMouse

D SOURCE CODE

Obj-C

File containing both Cat and Mouse Class Models for the Objective-C
decoupled implementation of the game


#import "CMCatMouse.h"



@implementation CMCat
/**
* @brief
The default constructor for the cat
*
constructs parent and sets position on
*
lefthand-side of screen
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) init
{
if (self = [super init])
{
_position.x = [SGGraphics screenWidth]/4;
_name
= @"Cat";
}
return self;
}
@end
@implementation CMMouse
/**
* @brief
The default constructor for the mouse
*
constructs parent and sets position on
*
righthand-side of screen
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) init
{
if (self = [super init])
{
_position.x = 3*[SGGraphics screenWidth]/4;
_name
= @"Mouse";
}
return self;
}
@end
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Game
Header and Implementation of the Game Model for the C++ decou-

C++

pled implementation of the game

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

Animal
Alex Cummaudo
16 Oct 2013
Defines class for the general `game' of
the cat and mice

#ifndef __CatMouse__Game__
#define __CatMouse__Game__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
// Include the EventProcessor
#include "EventProcessor.h"
#include "EventAnnouncer.h"
// Forward declare all classes referenced
class Cat;
class Mouse;
class Animal;
class Game : public EventProcessor, public EventAnnouncer
{
public:
// Declare constructor and destructor
Game(bool asCat);
˜Game();
virtual void

process_event(Event *eData);

private:
// A game will only control one of the cat or
// mouse; so we have a controller as a Animal base
// class to signify the controller (the player)
Animal
*_player;
//!< Player of the game (person controlling the game)
Animal
*_otherPlayer;
//!< Other player in the game (other person controlling enemy)
// Cat and mouse to work with within the game
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*_cat;
*_mouse;
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//!< Cat (chaser) of the game
//!< Mouse (chasee) of the game

//! Ingame-timer to keep track of how long game has gone for
timer
_gameTimer;
// Private game methods used to update changes to model
virtual void
announce_event(string msg);
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Game ) ∗/





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



Game
Alex Cummaudo
16 Oct 2013
Defines class for the general `game' of
the cat and mice

// Include my header
#include "Game.h"
// Include used classes
#include "CatMouse.hpp"
#include "EventManager.h"
#include "Event.h"
/**
* @brief
On construction of a game, a cat and
*
a mouse will be created---if the asCat
*
is true, player references the cat, else
*
it will reference the mouse
* @param
asCat
*
Where true, the game initialises the
*
player as the cat, with the other player
*
as the mouse.
*/
Game::Game(bool asCat)
{
_cat
= new Cat();
_mouse = new Mouse();
if (asCat) { _player = _cat ; _otherPlayer = _mouse; }
else
{ _player = _mouse; _otherPlayer = _cat ; }
_gameTimer = create_timer();
start_timer(_gameTimer);
this->announce_event("Game started! You're the "+_player->get_name());
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}
/**
* @brief
Destructor reliquishes resources created
*
in this class
*/
Game::˜Game()
{
stringstream msg;
msg << "Game has ended at " << timer_ticks(_gameTimer) / 1000 << "s";
this->announce_event(msg.str());
delete _cat;
delete _mouse;
}
/**
* @brief
Announces that the player moved (called
*
by key_check on a key move) to all of EventManager's
*
EventProcessors---i.e. to announce updates of
*
the model
* @param
msg
*
Message to announce
*/
void Game::announce_event(string msg)
{
// Announce an event to say that the key was pressed
map<string, string> eventData;
eventData["Message"] = msg;
eventData["x"] = to_string((int)_player->get_position()->x);
eventData["y"] = to_string((int)_player->get_position()->y);
eventData["Character"] = _player->get_name();
eventData["Source"] = "Game";
eventData["Time"] = to_string((float)timer_ticks(_gameTimer)/1000);
Event* event = new Event(eventData);

}

EventManager::publish_event(event);

/**
* @brief
Recieves events from the EventManager
*
to set the coordinates of the players
*
to either a specified location (_otherPlayer)
*
or to move the _player according to key events
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
void Game::process_event(Event *eData)
{
// Get the map of the event data
map<string, string> eventData = eData->get_data();
// Initiate iterator (source) for the data
auto src = eventData.find("Source");
auto character = eventData.find("Character");
auto key = eventData.find("KeyDown");
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// Only process events where keys for Source are found
// and Character (for otherPlayer update) or
//
KeyDown (for player update)
if ( src != eventData.end() &&
( character != eventData.end() || key != eventData.end()) )
{
/∗
∗ SOURCE FOR KEYBOARD ( thisPlayer update)
∗/
if (src->second == "Keyboard")
{
// For every item in the event
for (auto i = eventData.begin(); i != eventData.end(); ++i)
{
// Given that we're processing KeyDowns
if (i->first == "KeyDown")
{
if (i->second == "up_key")
{
_player->move(north);
announce_event("Animal Moved");
}
if (i->second == "down_key")
{
_player->move(south);
announce_event("Animal Moved");
}
if (i->second == "left_key")
{
_player->move(west);
announce_event("Animal Moved");
}
if (i->second == "right_key")
{
_player->move(east);
announce_event("Animal Moved");
}
}
}
}
/∗
∗ SOURCE FOR NETWORK ( otherPlayer update)
∗/
if ((src->second == "Network") &&
(character->second != _player->get_name()))
{
// Create new pos variable
point2d *newPos = new point2d;
// For every item in the event
for (auto i = eventData.begin(); i != eventData.end(); ++i)
{
// Only process events where keys are x or y (of enemy!)
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}

}
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if (i->first == "x")
{
// x is == to the value for this key
newPos->x = atoi(i->second.c_str());
}
if (i->first == "y")
{
// y is == to the value for this key
newPos->y = atoi(i->second.c_str());
}

// Set the position of the other player to new pos
_otherPlayer->set_position(newPos);
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CMGame
Header and Implementation of the Game Model for the Objective-C

Obj-C

decoupled implementation of the game

Header File


#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>



// Import protocols
#import "CMEventProcessor.h"
#import "CMEventAnnouncer.h"
// Forward declare referened classes
@class CMCat;
@class CMAnimal;
@class CMMouse;
@class SGTimer;
/**
* @class
CMGame
* @author Alex Cummaudo
* @date
16 Oct 2013
* @brief
Defines class for the general `game' of
*
the cat and mice
*/
@interface CMGame : NSObject <CMEventAnnouncer, CMEventProcessor>
{
// A game will only control one of the cat or
// mouse; so we have a controller as a Animal base
// class to signify the controller (the player)
//! Player of the game (person controlling the game)
CMAnimal
*_player;
//! Other player in the game (other person controlling enemy)
CMAnimal
*_otherPlayer;
// Cat and mouse to work with within the game
//! Cat (chaser) of the game
CMCat
*_cat;
//! Mouse (chasee) of the game
CMMouse
*_mouse;

}

//! Ingame-timer to keep track of how long game has gone for
SGTimer
*_gameTimer;

-(id) initControllingCat:(BOOL) asCat;
@end
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// Import header file
#import "CMGame.h"
// Import referenced classes
#import "CMCatMouse.h"
#import "CMEvent.h"
#import "CMEventManager.h"
// Import SwinGame
#import "SwinGame.h"

/**
* @class
CMGame
* @author Alex Cummaudo
* @date
16 Oct 2013
* @brief
Defines class for the general `game' of
*
the cat and mice
*/
@implementation CMGame
/**
* @brief
On construction of a game, a cat and
*
a mouse will be created---if the asCat
*
is true, player references the cat, else
*
it will reference the mouse. Automatically
*
adds me to the CMEventManager.
* @param
asCat
*
Where true, the game initialises the
*
player as the cat, with the other player
*
as the mouse.
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initControllingCat:(BOOL) asCat;
{
if (self = [super init])
{
// Add me to CMEventManager
[CMEventManager addSubscriber:self];
_cat
_mouse

= [[CMCat alloc] init];
= [[CMMouse alloc] init];

if (asCat) { _player = _cat ; _otherPlayer = _mouse; }
else
{ _player = _mouse; _otherPlayer = _cat ; }
// Initialise gameTimer
_gameTimer = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[_gameTimer start];
[self announceEvent:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Game started! You're the %@", _player.name]];

}
return self;
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}
/**
* @brief
Destructor removes me from the CMEventManager
*/
-(void) dealloc
{
[self announceEvent:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Game has ended at %0.2fs", (float)_gameTimer.ticks/1000]];

}

// Ask CMEventManager to forget about me
[CMEventManager forgetSubscriber:self];
[super dealloc];

/**
* @brief
Announces that the player moved (called
*
by key_check on a key move) to all of CMEventManager's
*
CMEventProcessors---i.e. to announce updates of
*
the model
* @param
message
*
Message to announce
*/
-(void) announceEvent:(NSString*) message
{
CMEvent* event = [[CMEvent alloc]
initWithData:@{@"Message"
: message
,
@"x"
:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%d", (int)_player.position.x],
@"y"
:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%d", (int)_player.position.y],
@"Character"
: _player.name
,
@"Source"
: @"Game"
,
@"Time"
:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%0.2f", (float)_gameTimer.ticks/1000]}];
[CMEventManager publishEvent:event];
[event release];
}
/**
* @brief
Recieves events from the CMEventManager
*
to set the coordinates of the players
*
to either a specified location (_otherPlayer)
*
or to move the _player according to key events
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
-(void) processEvent:(CMEvent*) eData
{
// Get the dictionary of the event data
NSDictionary *eventData = eData.data;
// Only process events where keys for Source are found
// and Character (for otherPlayer update) or
//
KeyDown (for player update)
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/∗
∗ SOURCE FOR KEYBOARD ( thisPlayer update)
∗/
if ([[eventData objectForKey:@"Source"] isEqual:@"Keyboard"])
{
// Begin scanning through each key/value pair in data
for (id key in eventData)
{
NSString* keyDown = [eventData objectForKey:@"KeyDown"];
//! Given there is data for that key
if (keyDown)
{
if ([keyDown isEqual: @"up_key"])
{
[_player move:north];
[self announceEvent:@"Animal Moved"];
}
if ([keyDown isEqual: @"down_key"])
{
[_player move:south];
[self announceEvent:@"Animal Moved"];
}
if ([keyDown isEqual: @"left_key"])
{
[_player move:west];
[self announceEvent:@"Animal Moved"];
}
if ([keyDown isEqual: @"right_key"])
{
[_player move:east];
[self announceEvent:@"Animal Moved"];
}
}
}
}
/∗
∗ SOURCE FOR NETWORK ( otherPlayer update)
∗/
else if ([[eventData objectForKey:@"Source"]
isEqual
:@"Network"]
&&
[[eventData objectForKey:@"Character"] isNotEqualTo:_player.name] &&
[[eventData objectForKey:@"x"] isNotEqualTo:nil]
&&
[[eventData objectForKey:@"y"] isNotEqualTo:nil]
)
{
// Get the x/y value for this dot
NSNumber *x = [eventData valueForKey:@"x"];
NSNumber *y = [eventData valueForKey:@"y"];
// Create new pos variable
SGPoint2D *newPos = [[SGPoint2D alloc]
// Need to get int value since object is NSNumber object
// and not primitive int value
initAtX:[x intValue]
y:[y intValue]];
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// Set the position of the other player to new pos
[_otherPlayer setPosition:newPos];
[newPos release];

}
@end
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Views

GUI
Header and Implementation files for GUI View for the C++ decoupled

C++

design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/

GUI View
Alex Cummaudo
19 Oct 2013
Provides GUI View for the game
to display the game on in a graphics
window

#ifndef __CatMouse__GUI__
#define __CatMouse__GUI__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
// Include Interface
#include "EventProcessor.h"
class GUI : public EventProcessor
{
public:
// Constructor and destructor defs
GUI(float refRate);
// Redefine overriden EventProcessor method
virtual void process_event(Event *eData);
// Public methods
void process_screen();
private:
// Private fields
//! Timer used to refresh the screen at the by clearing the
//! screen and resetting at refreshRate given
timer
_refreshTimer;
//! Seconds to refresh the screen at
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_refreshRate;

};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse GUI ) ∗/





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



GUI View
Alex Cummaudo
19 Oct 2013
Provides GUI View for the game
to display the game on in a graphics
window

#include "GUI.h"
// Include event class
#include "Event.h"
// Include Research Information
#include "ProjectInfo.h"
/**
* @brief
Constructor for GUI view creates a graphics
*
window for SwinGame
*/
GUI::GUI(float refRate)
{
open_graphics_window("Cat Mouse", 800, 600);
load_default_colors();
// Fresh new screen
clear_screen(ColorBlack);
// Display initialising message
draw_simple_text("===
C A T
M O U S E
draw_simple_text(PROJECT_DESC,
draw_simple_text("*** INITIALISING ***",
draw_simple_text("Refer to console",

===", ColorGreen,
ColorRed,
ColorWhite,
ColorWhite,

240,
3 ,
300,
320,

400);
3 );
440);
460);

// Draw logo
draw_bitmap(load_bitmap("meow.png"), 200, 100);
// Refresh screen to update changes
refresh_screen();
// Init refresh rate and timer
_refreshRate = refRate;
_refreshTimer = create_timer();
start_timer(_refreshTimer);
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}
/**
* @brief
Clears and refreshes the screen by the
*
time given in reset timer
*/
void GUI::process_screen()
{
if (timer_ticks(_refreshTimer) > _refreshRate * 1000)
{
reset_timer(_refreshTimer);
clear_screen(ColorWhite);
}
// HUD
fill_rectangle(ColorBlack, -1, -1, screen_width()+1, 30);
draw_simple_text(PROJECT_DESC, ColorWhite, 3, 3);
draw_framerate(3, 13);
refresh_screen();
}
/**
* @brief
Processes events by drawing only Game events
*
onto the screen given the Game event is about
*
an Animal
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
void GUI::process_event(Event *eData)
{
// Get the eventData to work with
map<string, string> eventData = eData->get_data();
// Initiate ∗iterator∗ (not keys) for the data
auto src = eventData.find("Source");
auto character = eventData.find("Character");
// Only process events where keys src and character are found
if (src != eventData.end() && character != eventData.end())
{
// Only process events for Network (other player) and Game (this player)
if (src->second == "Network" || src->second == "Game")
{
// 2D vector to work with
int x = 0;
int y = 0;
// Default Color Black for shapes until we change
// to cat/mouse parsing below
color shapeColor = ColorBlack;
// For every item in the event
for (auto i = eventData.begin(); i != eventData.end(); ++i)
{
// Get the x value for this Animal
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if (i->first == "x")
{
// x is == to the value for this key
x = atoi(i->second.c_str());
}
// Get the y value for this Animal
if (i->first == "y")
{
// y is == to the value for this key
y = atoi(i->second.c_str());
}
// Process the colors for this Animal
if (i->first == "Character")
{
// Red for cat characters
if (i->second == "Cat")
{ shapeColor = ColorRed; }
// Blue for mouse characters
if (i->second == "Mouse")
{ shapeColor = ColorBlue; }
}

}



}

}

}
// Finally, draw the shapes on the screen
fill_circle(shapeColor, x, y, 15);
// Draw whose cat and whose mouse with their initials
char initials[8] = {character->second.at(0), ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' '};
draw_simple_text(initials, ColorWhite, x - 10, y - 2);
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CMGUI
Header and Implementation files for GUI View for the Objective-C

Obj-C

decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



CMGUI
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Provides GUI View for the game
to display the game on in a graphics
window

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame
#import "SwinGame.h"
// Import protocol
#import "CMEventProcessor.h"
@interface CMGUI : NSObject <CMEventProcessor>
{
// Declare ivars
//! Timer used to refresh the screen at the by clearing the
//! screen and resetting at refreshRate given
SGTimer *_refreshTimer;
//! Seconds to refresh the screen at
float
_refreshRate;
}
// Declare constructor
-(id) initWithRefreshRate:(float) refRate;
// Decalre processor
-(void) processScreen;
@end





// Import parent header
#import "CMGUI.h"
// Import referenced classes
#import "CMEvent.h"
#import "CMEventManager.h"
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// Import research details
#import "ProjectInfo.h"
/**
* @class
CMGUI
* @author Alex Cummaudo
* @date
22 Oct 2013
* @brief
Provides GUI View for the game
*
to display the game on in a graphics
*
window
*/
@implementation CMGUI
/**
* @brief
Constructor for GUI view creates a graphics
*
window for SwinGame
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initWithRefreshRate:(float) refRate
{
if (self = [super init])
{
// Ask CMEventManager to start handling me
[CMEventManager addSubscriber:self];
[SGGraphics openGraphicsWindow:@"Cat Mouse"];
[SGColors loadDefaultColors];
// Fresh new screen to start with
[SGGraphics clearScreen:ColorBlack];
// Display initialising message
[SGText drawText:@"===
C A T
M O U S E
[SGText drawText:@PROJECT_DESC
[SGText drawText:@"*** INITIALISING ***"
[SGText drawText:@"Refer to console"

===" color:ColorGreen
color:ColorRed
color:ColorWhite
color:ColorWhite

x:240
x:3
x:300
x:320

y:400];
y:3 ];
y:440];
y:460];

// Draw logo
[SGImages draw:[SGImages loadBitmapFile:@"meow.png"] onScreenAtX:200 y:100];
// Refresh screen to update changes
[SGGraphics refreshScreen];
// Delay to ensure window is open
[SGUtils delay:1000];
// Init and start refresh timer
_refreshRate = refRate;
_refreshTimer = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[_refreshTimer start];

}

}
return self;

/**
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* @brief
Destructor asks CMEventManager to
*
forget about me
*/
-(void) dealloc
{

}

[CMEventManager forgetSubscriber:self];
[super dealloc];

/**
* @brief
Clears and refreshes the screen by the
*
time given in reset timer
*/
-(void) processScreen
{
if ([_refreshTimer ticks] > _refreshRate * 1000)
{
[_refreshTimer reset];
[SGGraphics clearScreen: ColorWhite];
}
[SGGraphics fill:ColorBlack
rectangleOnScreenX:0
y:0
width:[SGGraphics screenWidth]
height:30];
[SGText drawText:@PROJECT_DESC color:ColorWhite x:3 y:3];
[SGText drawFramerateAtX:2 y:13];
[SGGraphics refreshScreen];
}
/**
* @brief
Processes events by drawing only Game events
*
onto the screen given the Game event is about
*
an Animal
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
-(void) processEvent:(CMEvent *)eData
{
NSDictionary *eventData = eData.data;
id source
= [eventData objectForKey:@"Source"];
id character = [eventData objectForKey:@"Character"];
// Only process events for Network (other player) and Game (this player)
// and given that there was some character data passed
if (( [source isEqual: @"Network"] || [source isEqual: @"Game"]) &&
( character != nil
)
)
{
// Get the x/y value for this dot
NSNumber *x = [eventData valueForKey:@"x"];
NSNumber *y = [eventData valueForKey:@"y"];
// Default Color Black for shapes until we change
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// to cat/mouse parsing below
color shapeColor = ColorBlack;
// Red for cat characters
if ([character isEqual: @"Cat"]

) { shapeColor = ColorRed; }

// Blue for cat characters
if ([character isEqual: @"Mouse"]) { shapeColor = ColorBlue; }

}
@end



}

// Finally, draw the shapes on the screen
[SGGraphics fill:shapeColor
circleOnScreenX:[x intValue]
y:[y intValue]
radius:15];
// Draw whose cat and whose mouse with their initials
[SGText drawText:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@
[character substringToIndex:1]]
color:ColorWhite
x:[x intValue]-10
y:[y intValue]-2];

",
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Network
Header and Implementation files for Network View for the C++

C++

decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

Network View
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

#ifndef __CatMouse__Network__
#define __CatMouse__Network__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
#include <map>
using namespace std;
// Include Interfaces Used
#include "EventProcessor.h"
#include "EventAnnouncer.h"
class Network : public EventProcessor, public EventAnnouncer
{
public:
// Redefine overriden EventProcessor method
virtual void process_event(Event *eData);
// Declare constructor/destructor
// Overriden Network Constructor
// − string arg will create a connection as client to host
// − no args will create a connection as a host
Network ();
Network (string ipAddr);
˜Network();
// Declare public methods
void
process_messages();
//! Delcare is connected property
//! @return Boolean whether or not the network is connected
bool
is_connected() { if (_ctn != nullptr) { return true; } else return false; }
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private:
// Declare private fields
//! Network connection controller between client and host
connection _ctn;
// Declare private methods
connection new_connection();
connection new_connection(string ipAddr);
// Timeout method explained in implementation
void
timeout
(string msgPrompt,
string msgSucc,
string msgFail,
int timeoutSecs,
function<void(void)> countdownBody,
function<bool(void)> breakCondition);
// Redefine overriden EventAnnouncer method
virtual void announce_event(string msg);
//! Defines a unique address of this machine
string _networkID;
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Network ) ∗/



Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/





Network View
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

// Include SwinGame Framework
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Include my header
#include "Network.h"
// Include used classes
#include "EventManager.h"
// Include event class
#include "Event.h"

/**
* @brief
*

Constructor initiates a connection
as a host
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*/
Network::Network()
{
// Close all former connections
close_all_connections();
close_all_sockets();
// Make ctn a nullptr until created as a connection
_ctn = nullptr;
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
int idVal = rnd_upto(2048);
_networkID = to_string(idVal);
this->announce_event("Network ID set to "+_networkID);

}

// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = this->new_connection();

/**
* @brief
Constructor initiates a connection
*
to a given ip address (as a client)
* @param
ipAddr
*
The IP Address of the host this client
*
will connect to
*/
Network::Network(string ipAddr)
{
// Close all former connections
close_all_connections();
close_all_sockets();
// Make ctn a nullptr until created as a connection
_ctn = nullptr;
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
int idVal = rnd_upto(2048);
_networkID = to_string(idVal);
this->announce_event("Network ID set to "+_networkID);

}

// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = this->new_connection(ipAddr);

/**
* @brief
Destructor closes all connections
*
and announces Goodbye message
*/
Network::˜Network()
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this->announce_event("Goodbye");
close_all_connections();
close_all_sockets();

/**
* @brief
The timeout connection; runs the passed function success on
*
a success, and error function on error; allow passing of two
*
functors so that lambda expressions can be passed in as parameters
*
to the timeout.
* @param
msgPrompt
*
Prompt message announced when timeout begins (i.e., why we're having
*
a timeout).
* @param
msgSucc
*
Message announced when timeout did not run out and the break condition
*
was met
* @param
msgFail
*
Message announced when timeout did ran out of timeoutSecs and the
*
break condition was never met
* @param
timeoutSecs
*
How long to run timeout for
* @param
countdownBody
*
Function to run every second on timeout
* @param
breakCondition
*
Function that returns a bool to check whether or not the timeout
*
should break
*/
void Network::timeout(string msgPrompt,
string msgSucc,
string msgFail,
int timeoutSecs,
function<void(void)> countdownBody,
function<bool(void)> breakCondition)
{
// Create and start timeout timer
timer timeout = create_timer();
start_timer(timeout);
// New stringstream for messages to announce
stringstream message;
message << msgPrompt << ": A timeout will occur after " << timeoutSecs << " seconds.";
this->announce_event(message.str());
// While timeout is less than timeoutSecs ∗ 1000 (in s)
while (timer_ticks(timeout) < timeoutSecs * 1000)
{
// Run the countdownBody and check to break
countdownBody();
if (breakCondition()) { this->announce_event("SUCCESS! "+msgSucc); return; }
}
// Outside while loop means a fail
this->announce_event("FAILURE! "+msgFail);
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}
/**
* @brief
Initiates the connection as a host, returning true
*
or false on a success or error
* @return A new host connection to work with
*/
connection Network::new_connection()
{
connection newConnection = NULL; //@todo: null may break!
// Create a host port at 25585
bool hostOk = create_tcphost(25585);
// If creating the host was not successful...
if (!hostOk)
{
this->announce_event
("Couldn't create open port at port 25585. Ensure nothing else is using that port!");
}
// Otherwise, call timeout and...
else
{
// On each timeout countdown, accept TCP connections while we wait (C++ Lambdas)
auto const countdownBody
= []{accept_tcpconnection();};
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (C++ Lambdas)
auto const breakCondition
= [&newConnection]
{
// Attempt to fetch a client connection
newConnection = fetch_connection();
// Return true/false from lambda expr. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nullptr)
{
//! Force break condition to be true
return true;
}
else return false;

}

};
// Pass everything to timeout
this->timeout("Waiting for client to connect",
"A client has connected!",
"No clients connected.",
30, countdownBody, breakCondition);

return newConnection;
}
/**
* @brief
*
* @param
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*
IP Address that this client should connect to
* @return A new client connection to work with
*/
connection Network::new_connection(string ip_addr)
{
connection newConnection = NULL;
// Do nothing on each timeout countdown (C++ Lambdas)
auto const countdownBody = []{ /∗ do nothing ∗/ };
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (C++ Lambdas)
auto const breakCondition = [&newConnection, &ip_addr]
{
// Attempt to create a connection
newConnection = create_tcpconnection(ip_addr.c_str(), 25585);
// Return true/false from lambda expr. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nullptr) return true; else return false;
};
// Pass everything to timeout
this->timeout("Attempting to connect to " + ip_addr,
"Successfully connected to " + ip_addr,
"Couldn't connect to " + ip_addr,
10, countdownBody, breakCondition);

}

return newConnection;

/**
* @brief
Process messages that are being recieved (i.e.
*
incoming network string to an outgoing event)
*/
void Network::process_messages()
{
string msg
= "";
// Process only if still connected
if (this->is_connected())
{
if (tcpmessage_received())
{
// SwinGame's recieve message() may be broken?
// It always returned a NULL; this works though...
msg = _ctn->first_msg->data;
/**
* @note
*
*
*
*/

Messages recieved in the format:
key:value,key:value| etc.
Hence we want to parse the msg back
into its event kind

// Declare a section string and stringstream of the message to parse
string sect;
stringstream streamKey(msg);
// Declare a map for event we're going to create from this message
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map<string, string> eventData;
// Get key
while ( getline(streamKey, sect, ',') )
{
// Chop off everything after the : in the key
string key = sect.substr(0, sect.find(":"));
stringstream streamValue(sect);
string value;
// Get value for this key
while ( getline(streamValue, sect, ':') )
{
value = sect;
}
// Lastly, insert the key and value
eventData.insert(pair<string, string>(key, value));
}
// Push to eventData to say this event originated from the network view
eventData["Source"] = "Network";
eventData["Network-ID"] = _networkID;
// Before we push event, check if it was a goodbye message
if (eventData.find("Message")->second == "Goodbye")
{
announce_event("Other player disconnected");
// Kill my connection to end the game
_ctn = nullptr;

}

// Don't push disconnection event
return;

// Push an event out with this information
Event* result = new Event(eventData);
// Notify publishers of the new result
EventManager::publish_event(result);
// Clear all messages
clear_message_queue(_ctn);

}

}

}

/**
* @brief
*
*
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* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
void Network::process_event(Event *eData)
{
// Only process where a connection is established
if (this->is_connected())
{
stringstream data;
map<string, string> eventData = eData->get_data();
// For every key/value pair in the event data map
for (auto i = eventData.begin(); i != eventData.end(); ++i)
{
// Push data out as key:value, pairs
data << i->first << ":" << i->second << ",";

}

// If this network message has originated from myself
// there is a KeyDown message for this event (i.e. from myself)
if ((i->first == "Network-ID" && i->second == _networkID) ||
(i->first == "KeyDown"))
{
// Stop processing this event and ignore it
return;
}

const char *msgChar = data.str().c_str();

}

}

// SwinGame API returns the connection on a failed sent message
// (and announce couldn't send given that there is a connection)
if (send_tcpmessage(msgChar, _ctn) == _ctn)
{
this->announce_event("Cannot send a message! Check connection!");
}

/**
* @brief
Sends an event to all subscribers with the given message
* @param
msg
*
Message to announce when creating an Event
*/
void Network::announce_event(string msg)
{
map<string, string> eventData;
// Push to eventData to say this event originated from the network view
eventData["Message"] = msg;
eventData["Source"] = "Network";
// Push an event out with this information
Event *event = new Event(eventData);
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}
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EventManager::publish_event(event);
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CMNetwork
Header and Implementation files for Network View for the Objective-

Obj-C

C decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



CMNetwork
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Include Interfaces Used
#include "CMEventProcessor.h"
#include "CMEventAnnouncer.h"
@interface CMNetwork : NSObject <CMEventProcessor, CMEventAnnouncer>
{
// Declare ivars
//! Network connection controller between client and host
SGConnection *_ctn;
//! Defines a unique address of this machine
NSString
*_networkID;
}
@property (readonly) BOOL isConnected;
// Declare constructors
-(id) initAsHost;
-(id) initAsClientWithIPAddress:(NSString*) ipAddr;
// Declare methods
-(void) processMessages;
@end





/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief



Implementation File



CMNetwork
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
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and passes it to a given network.

// Include SwinGame Framework
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Include my header
#import "CMNetwork.h"
// Include used classes
#include "CMEventManager.h"
// Include event class
#include "CMEvent.h"
@implementation CMNetwork
/**
* @brief
Constructor initiates a connection
*
as a host
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initAsHost
{
// Close all former connections
[SGNetworking closeAllConnections];
[SGNetworking closeAllSockets];
// Ask CMEventManager to start dealing with me
[CMEventManager addSubscriber:self];
if (self = [super init])
{
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
_networkID = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%d", [SGUtils rndUpto:2048]];
[self announceEvent:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Network ID set to %@", _networkID]];
// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = [self newConnectionAsHost];

}

}
return self;

/**
* @brief
Constructor initiates a connection
*
to a given ip address (as a client)
* @param
ipAddr
*
The IP Address of the host this client
*
will connect to
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initAsClientWithIPAddress:(NSString *)ipAddr
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// Close all former connections
[SGNetworking closeAllConnections];
[SGNetworking closeAllSockets];
// Ask CMEventManager to start dealing with me
[CMEventManager addSubscriber:self];
if (self = [super init])
{
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
_networkID = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%d", [SGUtils rndUpto:2048]];
[self announceEvent:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Network ID set to %@", _networkID]];
// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = [self newConnectionAsClientWithIPAddress:ipAddr];

}

}
return self;

/**
* @brief
Destructor sends goodbye message and
*
asks CMEventManager to forget about
*
me and closes all connections
*/
-(void) dealloc
{
[self announceEvent:@"Goodbye"];
[SGNetworking closeAllConnections];
[SGNetworking closeAllSockets];

}

[CMEventManager forgetSubscriber:self];
[super dealloc];

/**
* @brief
Gets connection status
* @return YES on a connection with another machine or NO when not
*/
-(BOOL) isConnected
{
if (_ctn != nil) return YES;
else return NO;
}
/**
* @brief
*
*
* @param

The timeout connection; runs the passed function success on
a success, and error function on error; allow passing of two
block objects can be passed in as parameters to the timeout.
msgPrompt
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*
Prompt message announced when timeout begins (i.e., why we're having
*
a timeout).
* @param
msgSucc
*
Message announced when timeout did not run out and the break condition
*
was met
* @param
msgFail
*
Message announced when timeout did ran out of timeoutSecs and the
*
break condition was never met
* @param
timeoutSecs
*
How long to run timeout for
* @param
countdownBody
*
Function to run every second on timeout
* @param
breakCondition
*
Function that returns a bool to check whether or not the timeout
*
should break
*/
-(void) timeoutWithPrompt:(NSString*)msgPrompt
successMessage:(NSString*)msgSuc
failureMessage:(NSString*)msgFail
timeoutSeconds:(int)timeoutSecs
countdownBodyFunction:(void (ˆ)()) countdownBody
breakCondition:(BOOL (ˆ)()) breakCondition
{
// Create and start timeout timer
SGTimer *timeout = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[timeout start];
[self announceEvent:[NSString stringWithFormat:
@"%@: A timeout will occur after %d seconds.",
msgPrompt, timeoutSecs]];
// While timeout is less than timeoutSecs ∗ 1000 (in s)
while ([timeout ticks] < timeoutSecs * 1000)
{
// Run the countdownBody and check to break
countdownBody();
if (breakCondition())
{
[self announceEvent:[NSString stringWithFormat:
@"SUCCESS! %@",
msgSuc]];
return;
}
}
// Outside while loop means a fail
[self announceEvent:[NSString stringWithFormat:
@"FAILURE! %@",
msgFail]];
}
/**
* @brief
*
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* @return A new host connection to work with
*/
-(SGConnection*) newConnectionAsHost
{
//! Define newConnection as __block to allow access to the
__block SGConnection *newConnection = nil;
// Setup a host port at 25585
BOOL hostOk = [SGNetworking createTCPHost:25585];
// If creating the host was not successful...
if (!hostOk)
{
[self announceEvent:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@ %@",
@"Couldn't create open port at port 25585.",
@"Ensure nothing else is using that port!"]];
}
// On each timeout countdown, accept TCP connections while we wait (Obj−C Blocks)
void (ˆcountdownBody )() = ˆ() {[SGNetworking acceptTCPConnection];};
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (Obj−C Blocks)
BOOL (ˆbreakCondition)() = ˆ()
{
// The new connection from outside this block is now the fetched connection
newConnection = [SGNetworking fetchConnection];
// Return true/false from block obj. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nil)
{
//! Force break condition to be true
return YES;
}
else return NO;
};
// Pass everything to timeout
[self timeoutWithPrompt:@"Waiting for client to connect"
successMessage:@"A client has connected!"
failureMessage:@"No clients connected."
timeoutSeconds:30
countdownBodyFunction:countdownBody
breakCondition:breakCondition];

}

return newConnection;

/**
* @brief
Initiates the connection as a client, returning true or false
*
on a success or error
* @param
ipAddr
*
IP Address that this client should connect to
* @return A new client connection to work with
*/
-(SGConnection*) newConnectionAsClientWithIPAddress:(NSString *) ipAddr
{
__block SGConnection *newConnection = nil;
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// On each timeout countdown, accept TCP connections while we wait (Obj−C blocks)
void (ˆcountdownBody )() = ˆ() { /∗ do nothing ∗/ };
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (Obj−C blocks)
BOOL (ˆbreakCondition)() = ˆ()
{
// The new connection from outside this block is now the fetched ctn
newConnection = [SGNetworking createTCPConnection:ipAddr
port:25585];
// Return true/false from block obj. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nil)
{
//! Force break condition to be true
return YES;
}
else return NO;
};
// Pass everything to timeout
[self timeoutWithPrompt:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Attempting to connect to %@" ,ipAddr]
successMessage:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Successfully connected to %@",ipAddr]
failureMessage:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Couldn't connect to %@",
ipAddr]
timeoutSeconds:10
countdownBodyFunction:countdownBody
breakCondition:breakCondition];

}

return newConnection;

/**
* @brief
Process messages that are being recieved (i.e.
*
incoming network string to event)
*/
-(void) processMessages
{
NSString* msg;
// Process only if still connected
if (self.isConnected)
{
if ([SGNetworking tCPMessageReceived])
{
msg = [_ctn readLastMessage];
/**
* @note
*
*
*
*/

Messages recieved in the format:
key:value,key:value, etc.
Hence we want to parse the msg back
into its event kind

NSArray *allKeyValuePairs = [msg componentsSeparatedByString: @","];
// Declare a dict for event we're going to create from this message
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NSMutableDictionary* eventData = [[NSMutableDictionary alloc] init];
// For every key:value Pair
for (id pair in allKeyValuePairs)
{
// Given pair is not blank
if (![pair isEqual: @""])
{
// Get every component separated by a tile m
NSArray *keyAndValueForThisPair = [pair componentsSeparatedByString: @":"];
// At 0 = key
NSString *key = [keyAndValueForThisPair objectAtIndex:0];
// At 1 = value
NSString *value = [keyAndValueForThisPair objectAtIndex:1];

}

}

// Insert the key/value pair from this pair
[eventData setObject:value forKey:key];

// Declare source and network ID
[eventData setObject:@"Network" forKey:@"Source"];
[eventData setObject:_networkID forKey:@"Network-ID"];
// Before we push event, check if it was a goodbye message
if ([[eventData objectForKey:@"Message"] isEqual: @"Goodbye"])
{
[self announceEvent:@"Other player disconnected"];
// Kill my connection to end the game
_ctn = nil;
// Don't use eventData
[eventData release];

}

// Don't push the disconnection event
return;

// Push an event out with this information
CMEvent *event = [[CMEvent alloc] initWithData:eventData];
// Notify publishers of the new result
[CMEventManager publishEvent:event];
[event release];
[eventData release];

}

}

}

// Clear all messages
[_ctn clearMessageQueue];

/**
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* @brief
Process the event data by packaging it and sending
*
it over the network as a string (i.e. an outgoing event
*
to a network string)
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
-(void) processEvent:(CMEvent *)eData
{
// Only process where a connection is established
if ([self isConnected])
{
NSMutableString* data = [[NSMutableString alloc] init];
// For every key/value pair in the event dictionary
for (id key in eData.data)
{
// Push data out as key:value, pairs
[data appendFormat:@"%@:%@,", key, [eData.data objectForKey:key]];
// If this network message has originated from myself or
// there is a KeyDown message for this event (i.e. from myself)
if (([eData.data valueForKey:key] == _networkID) ||
([eData.data valueForKey:@"KeyDown"] != nil))
{

}

}

// Stop processing this event and ignore it
[data release];
return;

// SwinGame API returns the connection on a failed sent message
// (and announce couldn't send given that there is a connection)
if ([_ctn sendTCPMessage:data] == _ctn)
{
[self announceEvent:@"Cannot send a message! Check connection!"];
}

}

}

// Release data
[data release];

/**
* @brief
Sends an event to all subscribers with the given message
* @param
message
*
Message to announce when creating an Event
*/
-(void) announceEvent:(NSString *)message
{
// Push an event out with msg information
CMEvent *event = [[CMEvent alloc] initWithData:@{@"Message": message
,
@"Source" : @"Network" }];
// Notify publishers of the new event
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[CMEventManager publishEvent:event];

}

[event release];

@end





Keyboard
Header and Implementation files for Keyboard View for the C++

C++

decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



Keyboard View
Alex Cummaudo
19 Oct 2013
Defines class to capture keyboard
events and pass them to the processor

#ifndef __CatMouse__Keyboard__
#define __CatMouse__Keyboard__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <map>
using namespace std;
// Include referenced classes
#include "EventAnnouncer.h"
// Forward declare Event
class Event;
class Keyboard : public EventAnnouncer
{
public:
// Processer
void process_keyboard();
private:
// Redefine overriden EventAnnouncer method
virtual void announce_event(string key);
};
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#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Keyboard ) ∗/





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



Keyboard View
Alex Cummaudo
19 Oct 2013
Defines class to capture keyboard
events and pass them to the processor

#include "Keyboard.h"
// Include referenced classes
#include "EventManager.h"
#include "Event.h"
/**
* @brief
Captures keydown events and processes
*
them by passing them to the EventManager
*/
void Keyboard::process_keyboard()
{
process_events();
if (key_down(VK_UP)
) { this->announce_event("up_key"
);
if (key_down(VK_DOWN) ) { this->announce_event("down_key" );
if (key_down(VK_LEFT) ) { this->announce_event("left_key" );
if (key_down(VK_RIGHT)) { this->announce_event("right_key");
}

}
}
}
}

/**
* @brief
Sends an event to all subscribers with the given key
* @param
msg
*
Message to announce when creating an Event
*/
void Keyboard::announce_event(string key)
{
map<string, string> eventData;
// Push to eventData to say this event originated from the keyboard view
eventData["KeyDown"] = key;
eventData["Source"] = "Keyboard";
// Push an event out with this information
Event* result = new Event(eventData);
// Notify subscribers of the new result
EventManager::publish_event(result);

}
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CMKeyboard
Header and Implementation files for Keyboard View for the

Obj-C

Objective-C decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



CMKeyboard
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Defines class to capture keyboard
events and pass them to the processor

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame
#import "SwinGame.h"
// Import protocol
#import "CMEventAnnouncer.h"
@interface CMKeyboard : NSObject <CMEventAnnouncer>
// Define processor
-(void) processKeyboard;
@end





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



CMKeyboard
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Defines class to capture keyboard
events and pass them to the processor

// Import parent header
#import "CMKeyboard.h"
// Import referenced classes
#import "CMEventManager.h"
#import "CMEvent.h"
@implementation CMKeyboard
/**
* @brief

Constructor asks CMEventManager to
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*
start handling me
*/
-(id) init
{
if (self = [super init])
{
[CMEventManager addSubscriber:self];
}
return self;
}
/**
* @brief
Destructor asks CMEventManager to
*
forget about me
*/
-(void) dealloc
{
[CMEventManager forgetSubscriber:self];
[super dealloc];
}
/**
* @brief
Captures keydown events
*
them by passing them to
*/
-(void) processKeyboard
{
[SGInput processEvents];
if ([SGInput keyDown:VK_UP
])
if ([SGInput keyDown:VK_DOWN ])
if ([SGInput keyDown:VK_LEFT ])
if ([SGInput keyDown:VK_RIGHT])
}

and processes
the Event Manager

{
{
{
{

[self
[self
[self
[self

announceEvent:@"up_key"
];
announceEvent:@"down_key" ];
announceEvent:@"left_key" ];
announceEvent:@"right_key"];

}
}
}
}

/**
* @brief
Sends an event to all subscribers with the given key
* @param
msg
*
Message to announce when creating an Event
*/
-(void) announceEvent:(NSString *)message;
{
// Push to eventData to say this event originated from the keyboard view
CMEvent* event = [[CMEvent alloc] initWithData:@{@"KeyDown" : message,
@"Source" : @"Keyboard"}];

}
@end
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[event release];
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Log
Header and Implementation files for Log View for the C++ decoupled

C++

design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*/



Log View
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
CLI view to game

#ifndef __CatMouse__Log__
#define __CatMouse__Log__
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
// Include Interface
#include "EventProcessor.h"
class Log : public EventProcessor
{
public:
// Redefine overriden EventProcessor method
virtual void process_event(Event *eData);
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Log ) ∗/



Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*/





Log View
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
CLI view to game

// Include my class header
#include "Log.h"
// Include headers of classes used
#include "Event.h"
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/**
* @brief
Processes a data depending
*
on the data passed by printing each
*
key/value pair in the event data's
*
map, priting lines to cout
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
void Log::process_event(Event *eData)
{
map<string, string> eventData = eData->get_data();
cout << "*** EVENT OCCURED ***" << endl << "{" << endl;
// Print every key/value pair in the event data map
for (auto i = eventData.begin(); i != eventData.end(); ++i)
{ cout << "
" << i->first << ": " << i->second << endl; }
cout << "}" << endl;
}
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CMLog
Header and Implementation files for Log View for the Objective-C

Obj-C

decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*/



CMLog
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
CLI view to game

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include Interface
#import "CMEventProcessor.h"
@interface CMLog : NSObject <CMEventProcessor>
// No extra encapsulation
@end



Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*/





CMLog
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
CLI view to game

#import "CMLog.h"
// Include headers of classes used
#import "CMEvent.h"
#import "CMEventManager.h"
@implementation CMLog
/**
* @brief
Constructor asks CMEventManager to
*
start handling me
*/
-(id) init
{
if (self = [super init])
{
[CMEventManager addSubscriber:self];
}
return self;
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}
/**
* @brief
Destructor asks CMEventManager to
*
forget about me
*/
-(void) dealloc
{
[CMEventManager forgetSubscriber:self];
[super dealloc];
}
/**
* @brief
Processes a data depending on the
*
the data passed by printing each
*
key/value pair in the event data's
*
dictionary
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
-(void) processEvent:(CMEvent *)eData
{
NSDictionary *eventData = eData.data;
NSMutableString *serialisedEvent =
[[NSMutableString alloc] initWithString:@"\n*** EVENT OCCURED ***\n{\n"];
// Print every key/value pair in the event data dictionary
for (id key in eventData)
{
[serialisedEvent appendFormat:@"
%@: %@\n", key, [eventData objectForKey:key]];
}
[serialisedEvent appendString:@"}"];
// Finally output the serialised event
NSLog(@"%@", serialisedEvent);

}
@end
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Controller

Event
Header and Implementation files for the Event class for the C++

C++

decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



Event
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
Defines event class of what to pass a
view, thereby allowing a link between
each view and each model.

#ifndef __CatMouse__Event__
#define __CatMouse__Event__
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <map>
using namespace std;
class Event
{
public:
// Define constructor
Event(map<string, string> data);
//! Readonly property to data
map<string, string> const get_data() { return _data; }
private:
// Private fields
map<string, string>

_data;

//!< Textual data contained within the Event

};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Event ) ∗/



Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date





Event
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
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Defines event class of what to pass a
view, thereby allowing a link between
each view and each model.

#include "Event.h"
/**
* @brief
Constructor for new event object to
*
initialise fields
* @param
data
*
Textual data to insert as data to this
*
event
*/
Event::Event(map<string, string> data)
{
_data = data;
}
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CMEvent
Header and Implementation files for Game Controller for the

Obj-C

Objective-C decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



CMEvent
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Defines event class of what to pass a
view, thereby allowing a link between
each view and each model.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface CMEvent : NSObject
{
//! Textual data contained within the Event
NSDictionary *_data;
}
//! Readonly property to data
@property (readonly) NSDictionary *data;
// Constructor
-(id) initWithData:(NSDictionary*)data;
@end





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



CMEvent
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Defines event class of what to pass a
view, thereby allowing a link between
each view and each model.

#import "CMEvent.h"
@implementation CMEvent
// Synthesis of property
@synthesize data = _data;
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/**
* @brief
Constructor for new event object to
*
initialise fields
* @param
initialData
*
Textual data to insert as data to this
*
event
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initWithData:(NSDictionary*) initialData
{
if (self = [super init])
{
_data = initialData;
}
return self;
}
@end
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EventManager
Header and Implementation files for the Event Manager class for the

C++

C++ decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
* @note
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/



EventManager
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
Defines EventManager class which
processes each event to each kind of
EventProcessor.
This is a static member class; so that
clients do not need to make an instance
of an EventManager (since there's only ever
going to be one processor). Therefore
we invoke EventManager by calling directly
on the class
(i.e. EventManager::notify_subscribers(event))

#ifndef __CatMouse__EventManager__
#define __CatMouse__EventManager__
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std;
// Forward declare references to classes
class EventSubscriber;
class Event;
class EventManager
{
public:
EventManager();
static void publish_event(Event *eData);
static void add_subscriber(EventSubscriber *sub);
static void forget_subscriber(EventSubscriber *sub);
private:
//! Declare subscribers (who process or announce events) vector
static vector<EventSubscriber*> *_subs;
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse EventManager ) ∗/
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/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
* @note
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

Alex Cummaudo 1744070

EventManager
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
Defines EventManager class which
processes each event to each kind of
EventProcessor.
This is a static member class; so that
clients do not need to make an instance
of an EventManager (since there's only ever
going to be one processor). Therefore
we invoke EventManager by calling directly
on the class
(i.e. EventManager::notify_subscribers(event))

// Include my parent class
#include "EventManager.h"
// Include used references
#include "EventProcessor.h"
// Include access to Event Pro's subs
vector<EventSubscriber*> *EventManager::_subs;
/**
* @brief
Constructor initialises _subs vector
*/
EventManager::EventManager()
{
_subs = new vector<EventSubscriber*>;
}
/**
* @brief
Adds a subscriber to the _subs vector
* @param
sub
*
Subscriber to manage
*/
void EventManager::add_subscriber(EventSubscriber *sub)
{
_subs->push_back(sub);
}
/**
* @brief
Removes a subscriber to the _subs vector
* @param
sub
*
Subscriber to forget
*/
void EventManager::forget_subscriber(EventSubscriber *sub)
{
_subs->erase(remove(_subs->begin(), _subs->end(), sub));
}
/**
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* @brief
Processes the event for each kind
*
subscriber who publishes events
*
(i.e. EventProcessors ONLY!)
* @param
eData
*
Event to publish to all EventProcessors
*/
void EventManager::publish_event(Event *eData)
{
// For each subscriber
for_each(_subs->begin(),
_subs->end(),
// Process a processors event
[&eData](EventSubscriber* subscriber)
{
// Dynamically cast a processor at runtime so that
// we have access to the process event method;
// where this fails, we do not process the event (i.e.
// where a subscriber is just an EventAnnouncer)
EventProcessor *processor =
dynamic_cast<EventProcessor*>(subscriber);
if (processor != nullptr)
{
processor->process_event(eData);
}

}



});
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CMEventManager
Header and Implementation files for Event Manager for the

Obj-C

Objective-C decoupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
* @note
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/



CMEventManager
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Defines Event Manager class which
processes each event to each kind of
event subscriber.
This is a factory member class; so that
clients do not need to make an instance
of an CMEventManager (since there's only ever
going to be one processor). Therefore
we invoke EventManager by calling directly
on the class
(i.e. [EventManager notifySubscribers:Event])

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Forward declare classes/protocols used
@class CMEvent;
@protocol CMEventSubscriber;
@interface CMEventManager : NSObject
/**
* @brief
This method is automatically called on a
*
creation of the CMEventClass object, and
*
is used to initialise the NSMutableArray
*
that contains the subscribers
*/
+(void) initialize;
// Declare factory methods
+(void) publishEvent:(CMEvent*)
eventToPublish;
+(void) addSubscriber:(NSObject<CMEventSubscriber>*)subscriberToAdd;
+(void) forgetSubscriber:(NSObject<CMEventSubscriber>*)subscriberToForget;
@end





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
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* @brief
*
*
* @note
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/
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22 Oct 2013
Defines Event Manager class which
processes each event to each kind of
event subscriber.
This is a factory member class; so that
clients do not need to make an instance
of an CMEventManager (since there's only ever
going to be one processor). Therefore
we invoke EventManager by calling directly
on the class
(i.e. [EventManager notifySubscribers:Event])

// Import my class header
#import "CMEventManager.h"
// Import referenced classes
#import "CMEventSubscriber.h"
#import "CMEventProcessor.h"
// Declare static fields to use on factory methods
static NSMutableArray* _subs;
@implementation CMEventManager
/**
* @brief
This method is automatically called on a when
*
class objects are created, to initialise the
*
_subs Collection.
*/
+(void) initialize
{
if (self == [CMEventManager class])
{
_subs = [[NSMutableArray alloc] init];
}
}
/**
* @brief
Adds a subscriber to the _subs collection
*
(can be any NSObject as long as it uses
*
the CMEventSubscriber interface---either a:
*
CMEventAnnouncer or CMEventProcessor
* @param
subscriberToAdd
*
Subscriber to now manage
*/
+(void) addSubscriber:(NSObject<CMEventSubscriber> *)subscriberToAdd
{
[_subs addObject:subscriberToAdd];
}
/**
* @brief
* @param
*

Kills a subscriber
subscriberToKill
Subscriber to now forget
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*/
+(void) forgetSubscriber:(NSObject<CMEventSubscriber> *)subscriberToForget
{
[_subs removeObject:subscriberToForget];
}

/**
* @brief
Processes the event for each kind
*
subscriber (i.e. CMEventProcessors ONLY!)
* @param
eventToPublish
*
CMEvent to publish to all CMEventProcessors
*/
+(void) publishEvent:(CMEvent *)eData
{
// For each NSObject that is an CMEventProcessor
for (id subscriber in _subs)
{
// Process the event only where
if ([subscriber conformsToProtocol:@protocol(CMEventProcessor)])
[subscriber processEvent:eData];
}
}
@end
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C++

Event Subscriber pure virtual class for the C++ decoupled implementation of the game


/**
* @interface
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*
*
*
*/


EventSubscriber
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
Acts as a parent to subscribers
and announcers so that the Event
manager knows what to manager
(i.e. both Announcers and Processors,
and this allows this relationship
to occur via inheritance)

#ifndef CatMouse_EventSubscriber_h
#define CatMouse_EventSubscriber_h
// Include referenced classes
#include "EventManager.h"
// No actual definition; this interfaceA is empty
// and exists only to relate Announcers and Processors
class EventSubscriber
{
public:
/**
* @brief
To dynamically add event subscribers to the
*
EventManager on creation, the EventSubscriber
*
constructor does this for us
*/
EventSubscriber() { EventManager::add_subscriber(this); };

};

/**
* @brief
To make EventSubscriber polymorphic, make a virtual
*
destructor---this will allow for dynamic casting in
*
the EventManager. On invocation, the EventManager
*
will forget about this subscriber.
*/
virtual ˜EventSubscriber() { EventManager::forget_subscriber(this); };

#endif
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Obj-C

Event Subscriber protocol for the Objective-C decoupled implementation of the game


/**
* @protocol
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/


CMEventProcessor
Alex Cummaudo
20 Oct 2013
A protocol class that defines
all the methods that each processor
of events must implement

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Import parent protocol
#import "CMEventSubscriber.h"
// Forward declare classes reference
@class CMEvent;
@protocol CMEventProcessor <CMEventSubscriber>
/**
* @brief
Defines that whoever uses this interface
*
must process an event in anyway with the
*
given Event
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
-(void) processEvent:(CMEvent*) eData;
@end
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C++

Event Announcer pure virtual class for the C++ decoupled implementation of the game


/**
* @interface
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
* @note
*
*
*/


EventAnnouncer
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
An pure abstract class that defines
all the methods that each announcer
of events must implement
Inherits as virtual so that any users of BOTH
EventProcessors and EventSubscribers will
avoid diamond inheritance issues.

#ifndef CatMouse_EventAnnouncer_h
#define CatMouse_EventAnnouncer_h
// Include parent interface
#include "EventSubscriber.h"
// Forward declare classes reference
class event;
class EventAnnouncer : virtual public EventSubscriber
{
private:

};

/**
* @brief
Defines that whoever uses this interface
*
must announce events with given a message
*
to the EventManager
* @param
msg
*
Message to announce when creating an Event
*/
virtual void
announce_event(string msg) = 0;

#endif
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Obj-C

Event Announcer protocol for the Objective-C decoupled implementation of the game


/**
* @protocol
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/


CMEventAnnouncer
Alex Cummaudo
20 Oct 2013
An protocol that defines all the
methods that each announcer of
events must implement

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Import parent protocol
#import "CMEventSubscriber.h"
@protocol CMEventAnnouncer <CMEventSubscriber>
/**
* @brief
Defines that whoever uses this interface
*
must announce events with given a message
*
to the EventManager
* @param
message
*
Message to announce when creating an Event
*/
-(void) announceEvent:(NSString*) message;
@end
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C++

Event Processor pure virtual class for the C++ decoupled implementation of the game


/**
* @interface
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
* @note
*
*
*/


EventProcessor
Alex Cummaudo
7 Oct 2013
An pure abstract class that defines
all the methods that each processor
of events must implement
Inherits as virtual so that any users of BOTH
EventProcessors and EventSubscribers will
avoid diamond inheritance issues.

#ifndef CatMouse_EventProcessor_h
#define CatMouse_EventProcessor_h
// Include parent interface
#include "EventSubscriber.h"
// Forward declare classes reference
class Event;
class EventProcessor : virtual public EventSubscriber
{
public:
/**
* @brief
Defines that whoever uses this interface
*
must process an event in anyway with the
*
given Event
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
virtual void
process_event(Event *eData) = 0;
};
#endif
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Obj-C

Event Processor protocol for the Objective-C decoupled implementation of the game


/**
* @protocol
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/


CMEventProcessor
Alex Cummaudo
20 Oct 2013
A protocol class that defines
all the methods that each processor
of events must implement

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Import parent protocol
#import "CMEventSubscriber.h"
// Forward declare classes reference
@class CMEvent;
@protocol CMEventProcessor <CMEventSubscriber>
/**
* @brief
Defines that whoever uses this interface
*
must process an event in anyway with the
*
given Event
* @param
eData
*
Event Data to process
*/
-(void) processEvent:(CMEvent*) eData;
@end
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Main

C++

Main
Main file for the C++ decoupled implementation of the game


#include <stdio.h>



// Include Research Information
#include "ProjectInfo.h"
// Import Model
#include "Game.h"
// Import Views
#include "GUI.h"
#include "Log.h"
#include "Network.h"
#include "Keyboard.h"
// Import Controller
#include "EventManager.h"
#include "Event.h"
/**
* @brief
Allows simple welcome messages to be
*
printed to the console and over network
* @param
msg
*
Textual string to announce.
*/
void announce_message(string msg)
{
map<string, string> data;
data["Message"] = msg;
data["Source"] = "Main";
Event *event = new Event(data);
EventManager::publish_event(event);
delete event;
}
/**
* @brief
*
*
*
*
*
*
* @param
*
*
* @param
*
*

Sets up the network by asking the user
whether they are hosting or connecting
to the host--networkView and gameModel
are passed in by pointer reference to
their allocated memory on the heap so
that they can be constructed in this
function for better functional decomp.
networkView
Reference to the network view created
in main
gameModel
Reference to the game model created in
main
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*/
void setup_network(Network **networkView, Game **gameModel)
{
// Ask for hosting
announce_message("Are you hosting? [y/n]");
// Check if hosting
string input;
getline(cin, input);
// If Client
if (input == "n")
{
// Ask for IP
announce_message("Enter Host IP");
// Get IP Addr to connect to host
string ipAddr;
getline(cin, ipAddr);
// Initate Model and View (as client)
*networkView = new Network(ipAddr);
*gameModel = new Game(false);

}
// If Host (blank IP)
else
{
// Initate Model and View (as host)
*networkView = new Network();
*gameModel = new Game(true);
}
}

/**
* @brief
The main entry point to the program
*/
int main()
{
// Construct the EventManager Controller
EventManager::EventManager();
// Construct visual log and GUI, and input Keyboard views
Log *logView = new Log();
GUI *guiView = new GUI(0.5);
Keyboard *keyView = new Keyboard();
// Announce Hello Message
stringstream hello;
hello << "Welcome to " << PROJECT_DESC;
announce_message(hello.str());
// Decalre game model
Game *gameModel = nullptr;
// Network is required to create type of Model
Network *networkView = nullptr;
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/∗
Network determines host/client, which determines
who is cat/mouse. Both gameModel and networkView
get their own setup network function.
Setup the network connection and game together
by passing in the network view and game model
by reference
∗/
setup_network(&networkView, &gameModel);
// If there was a timeout (i..e networkView did not connect?)
if (! networkView->is_connected()) { return 0; }
// Process game loop while not window closed
do
{
keyView
->process_keyboard();
guiView
->process_screen();
// Only process network where still connected
if ( !networkView->is_connected() ) break;
networkView->process_messages();

}
while ( ! window_close_requested() );
// Relinquish all views and model
delete guiView;
delete keyView;
delete networkView;
delete gameModel;
// Log is the last to go
delete logView;

}



return 0;
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Obj-C

Main file for the Objective-C decoupled implementation of the game


#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include Research Information
#include "ProjectInfo.h"
// Import Model
#import "CMGame.h"
// Import Views
#import "CMLog.h"
#import "CMKeyboard.h"
#import "CMGUI.h"
#import "CMNetwork.h"
// Import Controllers
#import "CMEventManager.h"
#import "CMEvent.h"
/**
* @brief
Allows simple welcome messages to printed
*
printed to the console and over network
* @param
message
*
Textual string to announce.
*/
void announce_message(NSString* message)
{
CMEvent *event = [[CMEvent alloc] initWithData:@{@"Message": message,
@"Source" : @"Main"}];
[CMEventManager publishEvent:event];
}
/**
* @brief
Sets up the network by asking the user
*
whether they are hosting or connecting
*
to the host--networkView and gameModel
*
are passed in by pointer reference to
*
their allocated memory on the heap so
*
that they can be constructed in this
*
function for better functional decomp.
* @param
networkView
*
Reference to the network view created
*
in main
* @param
gameModel
*
Reference to the game model created in
*
main
*/
void setup_network(CMNetwork **networkView, CMGame **gameModel)
{
// Ask for hosting
announce_message(@"Are you hosting? [y/n]");
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// Check if hosting
char input[32];
scanf("%s", input);
// If Client
if (input[0] == 'n')
{
// Ask for IP
announce_message(@"Enter Host IP");
// Read in IP
scanf("%s", input);
*networkView = [[CMNetwork alloc] initAsClientWithIPAddress:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%s", input]];
*gameModel
= [[CMGame alloc] initControllingCat:NO];

}

}
// If Host (blank IP)
else
{
// Initate Model and View (as host)
*networkView = [[CMNetwork alloc] initAsHost];
*gameModel
= [[CMGame alloc] initControllingCat:YES];
}

/**
* @brief
The main entry point to the program
*/
int main()
{
@autoreleasepool
{

// Construct visual log and GUI, and input Keyboard views
CMLog *logView = [[CMLog alloc] init];
CMGUI *guiView = [[CMGUI alloc] initWithRefreshRate:0.5];
CMKeyboard *keyView = [[CMKeyboard alloc] init];
// Announce Hello Message
announce_message([NSString stringWithFormat:@"Welcome to %@", @PROJECT_DESC]);
// Declare Model
CMGame *gameModel = nil;
// Network is required to create type of Model
CMNetwork *networkView = nil;
/∗
Network determines host/client, which determines
who is cat/mouse. Both gameModel and networkView
get their own setup network function.
Setup the network connection and game together
by passing in the network view and game model
by reference
∗/
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setup_network(&networkView, &gameModel);
// Process game loop while not window closed
while ( (![SGInput windowCloseRequested]) )
{
[keyView
[guiView

processKeyboard];
processScreen ];

// Only process network where still connected
if ( ![networkView isConnected] ) break;
[networkView processMessages];
}
// Delete all views and model
[guiView dealloc];
[keyView dealloc];
[networkView dealloc];
[gameModel dealloc];
// Log view is last to go
[logView dealloc];

}

return 0;

}



D.2
D.2.1



Coupled Implementations
Model

The Animal models (the Animal, Mouse and Cat classes) are unchanged to the Decoupled
implementation.

Game
Header and Implementation files for Game Model for the C++ coupled

C++

design



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
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Header File
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2 Nov 2013
Defines class for the general `game' of
the cat and mice
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*/
#ifndef __CatMouse__Game__
#define __CatMouse__Game__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
// Forward declare all classes referenced
class Cat;
class Mouse;
class Animal;
class Network;
class GUI;
class Game
{
public:
// Declare constructor and destructor
Game();
Game(string ipAddr);
˜Game();
void process_game();
// Called by network
void update_other_player(float x, float y);
bool is_valid();
private:
// A game will only control one of the cat or
// mouse; so we have a controller as a Animal base
// class to signify the controller (the player)
Animal
*_player;
//!< Player of the game (person controlling the game)
Animal
*_otherPlayer;
//!< Other player in the game (other person controlling enemy)
// Cat and mouse to work with within the game
Cat
*_cat;
//!< Cat (chaser) of the game
Mouse
*_mouse;
//!< Mouse (chasee) of the game
//! Ingame-timer to keep track of how long game has gone for
timer
_gameTimer;
//! Couple the network view to the game model
Network *_networkView;
//! Couple the GUI view to the game model only for HUD
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*_guiView;

// Private game methods
void
send_player_update();
void
check_keys();

#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Game ) ∗/





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

Game
Alex Cummaudo
2 Nov 2013
Defines class for the general `game' of
the cat and mice

// Include my header
#include "Game.h"
// Include used classes
#include "CatMouse.hpp"
#include "Network.h"
#include "GUI.h"
/**
* @brief
On construction of a game, this overloaded
*
version of the constructor will intitalise
*
the network as a host, and make the player
*
a cat.
*/
Game::Game()
{
// Initiate as host
_networkView = new Network(this);
// Construct the GUI
_guiView = new GUI(.5);
_cat
_mouse

= new Cat();
= new Mouse();

// Hosting... therefore player is a cat!
_player = _cat ; _otherPlayer = _mouse;
_gameTimer = create_timer();
start_timer(_gameTimer);

}
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cout << "Game started! You're the " << _player->get_name() << endl;
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/**
* @brief
On construction of a game, this overloaded
*
version of the constructor will intitalise
*
the network as a client, and make the player
*
a mouse.
* @param
ipAddr
*
Host to connect to
*/
Game::Game(string ipAddr)
{
// Initiate as client
_networkView = new Network(this, ipAddr);
// Construct the GUI
_guiView = new GUI(.5);
_cat
_mouse

= new Cat();
= new Mouse();

// Client... therefore player is a mouse
_player = _mouse; _otherPlayer = _cat;
_gameTimer = create_timer();
start_timer(_gameTimer);

}

// Directly to cout
cout << "Game started! You're the " << _player->get_name() << endl;

/**
* @brief
Destructor reliquishes resources created
*
in this class
*/
Game::˜Game()
{
stringstream msg;
cout << "Game has ended at " << timer_ticks(_gameTimer) / 1000 << "s" << endl;

}

delete
delete
delete
delete

_cat;
_mouse;
_guiView;
_networkView;

/**
* @brief
Called to process the game
*/
void Game::process_game()
{
// Process swingame events
process_events();
// Check the keys
this->check_keys();
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}

// Game now asks GUI to update
_guiView->process_screen();
// Game now asks network to update
_networkView->process_messages();

/**
* @brief
Method called to update the players
*
position and send it to the remote
*
model
*/
void Game::check_keys()
{
// Keyboard checks will directly ask players to move
if (key_down(VK_UP))
{
_player->move(north);
this->send_player_update();
_guiView->draw_animal(_player);
}
if (key_down(VK_DOWN))
{
_player->move(south);
this->send_player_update();
_guiView->draw_animal(_player);
}
if (key_down(VK_LEFT))
{
_player->move(west);
this->send_player_update();
_guiView->draw_animal(_player);
}
if (key_down(VK_RIGHT))
{
_player->move(east);
this->send_player_update();

}

}

_guiView->draw_animal(_player);

/**
* @brief
Sends a message over the network to update
*
the current player's position
*/
void Game::send_player_update()
{
// Only process where a connection is established
if (_networkView->is_connected())
{
stringstream data;
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// Push data out as key:value, pairs of the x and y coords, as well as the
// connection's network id
data
<< "Message"
<< ":" << "Animal Moved"
<< "Character" << ":" << _player->get_name()
<< "x"
<< ":" << to_string(_player->get_position()->x)
<< "y"
<< ":" << to_string(_player->get_position()->y)

}

}

D SOURCE CODE

<<
<<
<<
<<

","
","
","
",";

_networkView->send_message(data.str());

/**
* @brief
Updates the other player's position
* @note
This is called from CMNetwork
*/
void Game::update_other_player(float x, float y)
{
point2d *newpoint = new point2d();
newpoint->x = x;
newpoint->y = y;
_otherPlayer->set_position(newpoint);
// Relinquish new point
delete newpoint;

}

// Draw updates to gui
_guiView->draw_animal(_otherPlayer);

//! The is valid ensures that the game is still valid, only where it has a network
//! connection (essentially, returns the state of the connection as true/false)
//! @return The validity of the game (whether or not is connected)
bool Game::is_valid()
{
return _networkView->is_connected();
}
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CMGame
Header and Implementation files for Game Model for the Objective-C

Obj-C

coupled design

Header File



#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Forward declare referened classes
@class CMCat;
@class CMAnimal;
@class CMMouse;
@class SGTimer;
@class CMNetwork;
@class CMGUI;
/**
* @class
CMGame
* @author Alex Cummaudo
* @date
16 Oct 2013
* @brief
Defines class for the general `game' of
*
the cat and mice
*/
@interface CMGame : NSObject
{
// A game will only control one of the cat or
// mouse; so we have a controller as a Animal base
// class to signify the controller (the player)
//! Player of the game (person controlling the game)
CMAnimal
*_player;
//! Other player in the game (other person controlling enemy)
CMAnimal
*_otherPlayer;
// Cat and mouse to work with within the game
//! Cat (chaser) of the game
CMCat
*_cat;
//! Mouse (chasee) of the game
CMMouse
*_mouse;
//! Ingame-timer to keep track of how long game has gone for
SGTimer
*_gameTimer;
//! Couple the network view to the game model
CMNetwork
*_networkView;

}

//! Couple the GUI view to the game model only for HUD
CMGUI
*_guiView;

//! The is valid ensures that the game is still valid, only where it has a network
//! connection (essentially, returns the state of the connection as true/false)
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//! @return The validity of the game (whether or not is connected)
@property (readonly) BOOL isValid;

-(id)
-(id)
-(void)
-(void)

initAsHostCat;
initAsClientMouseConnectingTo:(NSString*) ipAddr;
updateOtherPlayerToX:(float)x andY:(float)y;
processGame;

@end







Implementation File

// Import header file
#import "CMGame.h"



// Import referenced classes
#include "CMNetwork.h"
#include "CMGUI.h"
#include "CMCatMouse.h"
// Import SwinGame
#import "SwinGame.h"

/**
* @class
CMGame
* @author Alex Cummaudo
* @date
16 Oct 2013
* @brief
Defines class for the general `game' of
*
the cat and mice
*/
@implementation CMGame
/**
* @brief
Implentation of the isValid property
* @return Valid connection of network
*/
-(BOOL) isValid
{
return _networkView.isConnected;
}
/**
* @brief
On construction of a game, this overloaded
*
version of the constructor will intitalise
*
the network as a host, and make the player
*
a cat.
*/
-(id) initAsHostCat
{
if (self = [super init])
{
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// Initiate as host
_networkView = [[CMNetwork alloc] initAsHostInGame:self];
// Construct the GUI
_guiView = [[CMGUI alloc] initWithRefreshRate:.5f];
_cat
_mouse

= [[CMCat alloc] init];
= [[CMMouse alloc] init];

// Hosting... therefore player is a cat!
_player = _cat ; _otherPlayer = _mouse;
// Initialise gameTimer
_gameTimer = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[_gameTimer start];

}

NSLog(@"Game started! You're the %@", _player.name);
}
return self;

/**
* @brief
On construction of a game, this overloaded
*
version of the constructor will intitalise
*
the network as a client, and make the player
*
a mouse.
* @param
ipAddr
*
Host to connect to
*/
-(id) initAsClientMouseConnectingTo:(NSString *)ipAddr
{
if (self = [super init])
{
// Initiate as host
_networkView = [[CMNetwork alloc] initAsClientWithIPAddress:ipAddr
inGame:self];
// Construct the GUI
_guiView = [[CMGUI alloc] initWithRefreshRate:.5f];
_cat
_mouse

= [[CMCat alloc] init];
= [[CMMouse alloc] init];

// Client... therefore player is a mouse
_player = _mouse; _otherPlayer = _cat;
// Initialise gameTimer
_gameTimer = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[_gameTimer start];

}
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/**
* @brief
Destructor removes all references to my owned
*
views
*/
-(void) dealloc
{
NSLog(@"Game has ended at %0.2fs", (float)_gameTimer.ticks/1000);
[_networkView dealloc];
[_guiView dealloc];

}

[super dealloc];

/**
* @brief
Called to process the game
*/
-(void) processGame
{
// Process swingame events
[SGInput processEvents];
// Checks the keys
[self checkKeys];

}

// Game now asks GUI to update
[_guiView processScreen];
// Game now asks network to upate
[_networkView processMessages];

/**
* @brief
Method called to update the players
*
position and send it to the remote
*
model
*/
-(void) checkKeys
{
// Keyboard checks will directly ask players to move
if (key_down(VK_UP))
{
[_player move:north];
[self sendPlayerUpdate];
[_guiView drawAnimal:_player];
}
if (key_down(VK_DOWN))
{
[_player move:south];
[self sendPlayerUpdate];
[_guiView drawAnimal:_player];
}
if (key_down(VK_LEFT))
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[_player move:west];
[self sendPlayerUpdate];

[_guiView drawAnimal:_player];
}
if (key_down(VK_RIGHT))
{
[_player move:east];
[self sendPlayerUpdate];

}

}

[_guiView drawAnimal:_player];

/**
* @brief
Sends a message over the network to update
*
the current player's position
*/
-(void) sendPlayerUpdate
{
// Only process where a connection is established
if (_networkView.isConnected)
{

}

}

// Push data out as key:value, pairs of the x and y coords, as well as the
// connection's network id
[_networkView sendMessageWithString:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@:%@,%@:%@,%@:%@,%@:%@,",
@"Message", @"Animal Moved",
@"Character", _player.name,
@"x",[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%f",_player.position.x],
@"y",[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%f",_player.position.y]]]
;

/**
* @brief
Updates the other player's position
* @note
This is called from CMNetwork
*/
-(void) updateOtherPlayerToX:(float)x andY:(float)y
{
[_otherPlayer setPosition:[SGGeometry pointAtX:x y:y]];
[_guiView drawAnimal:_otherPlayer];
}
@end
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Views

GUI
Header and Implementation files for GUI View for the C++ coupled

C++

design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



GUI View
Alex Cummaudo
2 Nov 2013
Provides GUI View for the game
to display the game on in a graphics
window

#ifndef __CatMouse__GUI__
#define __CatMouse__GUI__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
using namespace std;
// Include forward references
class Animal;
class GUI
{
public:
// Constructor and destructor defs
GUI(float refRate);
// Public methods
void process_screen();
void draw_animal(Animal *animal);
private:
// Private fields
//! Timer used to refresh the screen at the by clearing the
//! screen and resetting at refreshRate given
timer
_refreshTimer;
//! Seconds to refresh the screen at
float
_refreshRate;
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};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse GUI ) ∗/





Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



GUI View
Alex Cummaudo
2 Nov 2013
Provides GUI View for the game
to display the game on in a graphics
window

#include "GUI.h"
// Include animal class
#include "Animal.h"
// Include Research Information
#include "ProjectInfo.h"
/**
* @brief
Constructor for GUI view creates a graphics
*
window for SwinGame
*/
GUI::GUI(float refRate)
{
open_graphics_window("Cat Mouse", 800, 600);
load_default_colors();
// Fresh new screen
clear_screen(ColorBlack);
// Display initialising message
draw_simple_text("===
C A T
M O U S E
draw_simple_text(PROJECT_DESC,
draw_simple_text("*** INITIALISING ***",
draw_simple_text("Refer to console",
// Draw logo
draw_bitmap(load_bitmap("meow.png"), 200, 100);
// Refresh screen to update changes
refresh_screen();

}
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// Init refresh rate and timer
_refreshRate = refRate;
_refreshTimer = create_timer();
start_timer(_refreshTimer);
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/**
* @brief
Clears and refreshes the screen by the
*
time given in reset timer
*/
void GUI::process_screen()
{
if (timer_ticks(_refreshTimer) > _refreshRate * 1000)
{
reset_timer(_refreshTimer);
clear_screen(ColorWhite);
}
// HUD
fill_rectangle(ColorBlack, -1, -1, screen_width()+1, 30);
draw_simple_text(PROJECT_DESC, ColorWhite, 3, 3);
draw_framerate(3, 13);
refresh_screen();
}

/**
* @brief
Draws the given animal to the screen
* @param
animal
*
Animal to draw to the screen
*/
void GUI::draw_animal(Animal *animal)
{
// 2D vector to work with
int x = animal->get_position()->x;
int y = animal->get_position()->y;
// Default Color Black for shapes until we change
// to cat/mouse parsing below
color shapeColor = ColorBlack;
// Get the name of the animal
string type = animal->get_name();
// Red for cat characters
if (type == "Cat")
{ shapeColor = ColorRed; }
// Blue for mouse characters
if (type == "Mouse")
{ shapeColor = ColorBlue; }

}



// Finally, draw the shapes on the screen
fill_circle(shapeColor, x, y, 15);
// Draw whose cat and whose mouse with their initials
char initials[8] = {type.at(0), ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' ', ' '};
draw_simple_text(initials, ColorWhite, x - 10, y - 2);
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CMGUI
Header and Implementation files for GUI View for the Objective-C

Obj-C

coupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*
*/



CMGUI
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Provides GUI View for the game
to display the game on in a graphics
window

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame
#import "SwinGame.h"
// Forward declare referenced classes
@class CMAnimal;
@interface CMGUI : NSObject
{
// Declare ivars
//! Timer used to refresh the screen at the by clearing the
//! screen and resetting at refreshRate given
SGTimer *_refreshTimer;
//! Seconds to refresh the screen at
float
_refreshRate;
}
// Declare constructor
-(id) initWithRefreshRate:(float) refRate;
// Decalre processor
-(void) processScreen;
-(void) drawAnimal:(CMAnimal*) animalToDraw;
@end





// Import parent header
#import "CMGUI.h"
// Import referenced classes
#import "CMAnimal.h"
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// Import research details
#import "ProjectInfo.h"
/**
* @class
CMGUI
* @author Alex Cummaudo
* @date
22 Oct 2013
* @brief
Provides GUI View for the game
*
to display the game on in a graphics
*
window
*/
@implementation CMGUI
/**
* @brief
Constructor for GUI view creates a graphics
*
window for SwinGame
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initWithRefreshRate:(float) refRate
{
if (self = [super init])
{
[SGGraphics openGraphicsWindow:@"Cat Mouse"];
[SGColors loadDefaultColors];
// Fresh new screen to start with
[SGGraphics clearScreen:ColorBlack];
// Display initialising message
[SGText drawText:@"===
C A T
M O U S E
[SGText drawText:@PROJECT_DESC
[SGText drawText:@"*** INITIALISING ***"
[SGText drawText:@"Refer to console"

===" color:ColorGreen
color:ColorRed
color:ColorWhite
color:ColorWhite

x:240
x:3
x:300
x:320

y:400];
y:3 ];
y:440];
y:460];

// Draw logo
[SGImages draw:[SGImages loadBitmapFile:@"meow.png"] onScreenAtX:200 y:100];
// Refresh screen to update changes
[SGGraphics refreshScreen];
// Delay to ensure window is open
[SGUtils delay:1000];
// Init and start refresh timer
_refreshRate = refRate;
_refreshTimer = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[_refreshTimer start];

}

}
return self;

/**
* @brief
*

Clears and refreshes the screen by the
time given in reset timer
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*/
-(void) processScreen
{
if ([_refreshTimer ticks] > _refreshRate * 1000)
{
[_refreshTimer reset];
[SGGraphics clearScreen: ColorWhite];
}
[SGGraphics fill:ColorBlack
rectangleOnScreenX:0
y:0
width:[SGGraphics screenWidth]
height:30];
[SGText drawText:@PROJECT_DESC color:ColorWhite x:3 y:3];
[SGText drawFramerateAtX:2 y:13];
[SGGraphics refreshScreen];
}
/**
* @brief
Draws the given animal to the screen
* @param
animal
*
Animal to draw to the screen
*/
-(void) drawAnimal:(CMAnimal *)animalToDraw
{
// 2D vector to work with
int x = animalToDraw.position.x;
int y = animalToDraw.position.y;
// Default Color Black for shapes until we change
// to cat/mouse parsing below
SGColors *shapeColor = ColorBlack;
// Get the name of the animal
NSString *type = animalToDraw.name;
// Red for cat characters
if ([type isEqual: @"Cat"])
{ shapeColor = ColorRed; }
// Blue for mouse characters
if ([type isEqual: @"Mouse"])
{ shapeColor = ColorBlue; }

}
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// Finally, draw the shapes on the screen
[SGGraphics fill:shapeColor
circleOnScreenX:x
y:y
radius:15];
// Draw whose cat and whose mouse with their initials
[SGText drawText:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@
[type substringToIndex:1]]
color:ColorWhite
x:x-10
y:y-2];

",
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Network
Header and Implementation files for Network View for the C++

C++

coupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/

Network View
Alex Cummaudo
2 Nov 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

#ifndef __CatMouse__Network__
#define __CatMouse__Network__
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Includes and std namespace
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
#include <map>
using namespace std;
// Forward declare classes referenced
class Game;
class Network
{
public:
// Declare constructor/destructor
// Overriden Network Constructor
// − string arg will create a connection as client to host
// − no args will create a connection as a host
Network (Game *gameModel);
Network (Game *gameModel, string ipAddr);
˜Network();
// Declare public methods
void
process_messages();
//! Delcare is connected property
//! @return Boolean whether or not the network is connected
bool
is_connected() { if (_ctn != nullptr) { return true; } else return false; }
// Send message method
void
send_message(string msg);
private:
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// Declare private fields
//! Network connection controller between client and host
connection _ctn;
// Declare private methods
connection new_connection();
connection new_connection(string ipAddr);
// Timeout method explained in implementation
void
timeout
(string msgPrompt,
string msgSucc,
string msgFail,
int timeoutSecs,
function<void(void)> countdownBody,
function<bool(void)> breakCondition);
//! Defines a unique address of this machine
string _networkID;
//! Defines the coupling between game and network
Game
*_gameModel;
};
#endif /∗ defined( CatMouse Network ) ∗/



Implementation File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/





Network View
Alex Cummaudo
2 Nov 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

// Include SwinGame Framework
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Include my header
#include "Network.h"
// Include game model class
#include "Game.h"

/**
* @brief
Constructor initiates a connection
*
as a host
* @param
gameModel
*
The game model to link to and update
*/
Network::Network(Game *gameModel)
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// Close all former connections
close_all_connections();
close_all_sockets();
// Initilaise my game model to param
_gameModel = gameModel;
// Make ctn a nullptr until created as a connection
_ctn = nullptr;
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
int idVal = rnd_upto(2048);
_networkID = to_string(idVal);
cout << "Network ID set to " << _networkID << endl;

}

// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = this->new_connection();

/**
* @brief
Constructor initiates a connection
*
to a given ip address (as a client)
* @param
gameModel
*
The game model to link to and update
* @param
ipAddr
*
The IP Address of the host this client
*
will connect to
*/
Network::Network(Game *gameModel, string ipAddr)
{
// Close all former connections
close_all_connections();
close_all_sockets();
// Initilaise my game model to param
_gameModel = gameModel;
// Make ctn a nullptr until created as a connection
_ctn = nullptr;
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
int idVal = rnd_upto(2048);
_networkID = to_string(idVal);
cout << "Network ID set to " << _networkID << endl;

}
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// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = this->new_connection(ipAddr);
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/**
* @brief
Destructor closes all connections
*
and announces Goodbye message
*/
Network::˜Network()
{
this->send_message("Message:Goodbye,");

}

close_all_connections();
close_all_sockets();

/**
* @brief
The timeout connection; runs the passed function success on
*
a success, and error function on error; allow passing of two
*
functors so that lambda expressions can be passed in as parameters
*
to the timeout.
* @param
msgPrompt
*
Prompt message announced when timeout begins (i.e., why we're having
*
a timeout).
* @param
msgSucc
*
Message announced when timeout did not run out and the break condition
*
was met
* @param
msgFail
*
Message announced when timeout did ran out of timeoutSecs and the
*
break condition was never met
* @param
timeoutSecs
*
How long to run timeout for
* @param
countdownBody
*
Function to run every second on timeout
* @param
breakCondition
*
Function that returns a bool to check whether or not the timeout
*
should break
*/
void Network::timeout(string msgPrompt,
string msgSucc,
string msgFail,
int timeoutSecs,
function<void(void)> countdownBody,
function<bool(void)> breakCondition)
{
// Create and start timeout timer
timer timeout = create_timer();
start_timer(timeout);
// New stringstream for messages to announce
cout << msgPrompt << ": A timeout will occur after " << timeoutSecs << " seconds." << endl;

// While timeout is less than timeoutSecs ∗ 1000 (in s)
while (timer_ticks(timeout) < timeoutSecs * 1000)
{
// Run the countdownBody and check to break
countdownBody();
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if (breakCondition()) { cout << "SUCCESS! " << msgSucc << endl; return; }
}
// Outside while loop means a fail
cout << "FAILURE! " << msgFail << endl;

/**
* @brief
Initiates the connection as a host, returning true
*
or false on a success or error
* @return A new host connection to work with
*/
connection Network::new_connection()
{
connection newConnection = NULL; //@todo: null may break!
// Create a host port at 25585
bool hostOk = create_tcphost(25585);
// If creating the host was not successful...
if (!hostOk)
{
cout <<
"Couldn't create open port at port 25585. Ensure nothing else is using that port!"
<< endl;
}
// Otherwise, call timeout and...
else
{
// On each timeout countdown, accept TCP connections while we wait (C++ Lambdas)
auto const countdownBody
= []{accept_tcpconnection();};
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (C++ Lambdas)
auto const breakCondition
= [&newConnection]
{
// Attempt to fetch a client connection
newConnection = fetch_connection();
// Return true/false from lambda expr. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nullptr)
{
//! Force break condition to be true
return true;
}
else return false;

}

};
// Pass everything to timeout
this->timeout("Waiting for client to connect",
"A client has connected!",
"No clients connected.",
30, countdownBody, breakCondition);

return newConnection;
}
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/**
* @brief
Initiates the connection as a client, returning true or false
*
on a success or error
* @param
ip_addr
*
IP Address that this client should connect to
* @return A new client connection to work with
*/
connection Network::new_connection(string ip_addr)
{
connection newConnection = NULL;
// Do nothing on each timeout countdown (C++ Lambdas)
auto const countdownBody = []{ /∗ do nothing ∗/ };
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (C++ Lambdas)
auto const breakCondition = [&newConnection, &ip_addr]
{
// Attempt to create a connection
newConnection = create_tcpconnection(ip_addr.c_str(), 25585);
// Return true/false from lambda expr. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nullptr) return true; else return false;
};
// Pass everything to timeout
this->timeout("Attempting to connect to " + ip_addr,
"Successfully connected to " + ip_addr,
"Couldn't connect to " + ip_addr,
10, countdownBody, breakCondition);

}

return newConnection;

/**
* @brief
Process messages that are being recieved (i.e.
*
incoming network string to an outgoing event)
* @note
Any incoming messages that suggests changes to
*
the model will do so directly here.
*/
void Network::process_messages()
{
string msg
= "";
// Process only if still connected
if (this->is_connected())
{
if (tcpmessage_received())
{
// SwinGame's recieve message() may be broken?
// It always returned a NULL; this works though...
msg = _ctn->first_msg->data;
/**
* @note
*
*
*

Messages recieved in the format:
key:value,key:value| etc.
Hence we want to parse the msg back
into its event kind
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// Declare a section string and stringstream of the message to parse
string sect;
stringstream streamKey(msg);
// Declare a map for event we're going to create from this message
map<string, string> msgData;
// Get key
while ( getline(streamKey, sect, ',') )
{
// Chop off everything after the : in the key
string key = sect.substr(0, sect.find(":"));
stringstream streamValue(sect);
string value;
// Get value for this key
while ( getline(streamValue, sect, ':') )
{
value = sect;
}
// Lastly, insert the key and value
msgData.insert(pair<string, string>(key, value));
}
// Set the network id of the other message
string incomingNetworkID = msgData.find("Network-ID")->second;
/∗
∗ PARSE THROUGH DATA TO UPDATE MODEL AS REQUIRED
∗/
// Given im not about to process my own message
if (incomingNetworkID != _networkID)
{
/∗
∗ GOODBYE MESSAGE
∗/
if (msgData.find("Message")->second == "Goodbye")
{
cout << "Other player disconnected" << endl;
// Kill my connection to end the game
_ctn = nullptr;
// Don't push disconnection event
return;

}
/∗
∗ UPDATE OTHER PLAYER COORD
∗/
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auto x = msgData.find("x");
auto y = msgData.find("y");
// Given x/y was in message
if (x != msgData.end() && y != msgData.end())
{
// Ask model to update the other player
_gameModel->update_other_player(stof(x->second), stof(y->second));
}

// Clear all messages
clear_message_queue(_ctn);

}

}

}

/**
* @brief
Sends a string over the network by packaging it and sending
*
it over the network as a string (i.e. an outgoing event
*
to a network string)
* @param
msg
*
String to send over the network
*/
void Network::send_message(string msg)
{
if (this->is_connected())
{
stringstream data;
// Append the network id to this message to be sent
data << msg << "Network-ID" << ":" << _networkID << ",";
const char *msgChar = data.str().c_str();

}



}

// SwinGame API returns the connection on a failed sent message
// (and announce couldn't send given that there is a connection)
if (send_tcpmessage(msgChar, _ctn) == _ctn)
{
cout << "Cannot send a message! Check connection!" << endl;
}
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CMNetwork
Header and Implementation files for Network View for the Objective-

Obj-C

C coupled design

Header File



/**
* @class
* @author
* @date
* @brief
*
*/



CMNetwork
Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Forward delcare referenced classes
@class CMGame;
@interface CMNetwork : NSObject
{
// Declare ivars
//! Network connection controller between client and host
SGConnection *_ctn;
//! Defines a unique address of this machine
NSString
*_networkID;
//! Defines the coupling between game and network
CMGame
*_gameModel;
}
@property (readonly) BOOL isConnected;
// Declare constructors
-(id) initAsHostInGame:(CMGame*)gameModel;
-(id) initAsClientWithIPAddress:(NSString*) ipAddr inGame:(CMGame*)gameModel;
// Declare methods
-(void) processMessages;
-(void) sendMessageWithString:(NSString*) msg;

@end





Implementation File



/**
* @class
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* @date
* @brief
*
*/
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Alex Cummaudo
22 Oct 2013
Packages up data recieved from the controller
and passes it to a given network.

// Include SwinGame Framework
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Include my header
#import "CMNetwork.h"
// Include game model class
#import "CMGame.h"
@implementation CMNetwork
/**
* @brief
Constructor initiates a connection
*
as a host
* @param
gameModel
*
The game model to link to and update
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initAsHostInGame:(id)gameModel
{
// Close all former connections
[SGNetworking closeAllConnections];
[SGNetworking closeAllSockets];
// Initilaise my game model to param
_gameModel = gameModel;
if (self = [super init])
{
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
_networkID = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%d", [SGUtils rndUpto:2048]];
NSLog(@"Network ID set to %@", _networkID);
// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = [self newConnectionAsHost];

}

}
return self;

/**
* @brief
*
* @param
*
*
* @param

Constructor initiates a connection
to a given ip address (as a client)
ipAddr
The IP Address of the host this client
will connect to
gameModel
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*
The game model to link to and update
* @return The self class pointer
*/
-(id) initAsClientWithIPAddress:(NSString*) ipAddr inGame:(CMGame*)gameModel
{
// Close all former connections
[SGNetworking closeAllConnections];
[SGNetworking closeAllSockets];
// Initilaise my game model to param
_gameModel = gameModel;
if (self = [super init])
{
// Generate random number for network ID
// This is a workaround for SwinGame's my IP
// function−−−my IP just returns localhost
// 127.0.0.1, which is the same for every PC
_networkID = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%d", [SGUtils rndUpto:2048]];
NSLog(@"Network ID set to %@", _networkID);
// Initialise with connection initialiser
_ctn = [self newConnectionAsClientWithIPAddress:ipAddr];

}

}
return self;

/**
* @brief
Destructor sends goodbye message and
*
asks CMEventManager to forget about
*
me and closes all connections
*/
-(void) dealloc
{
[self sendMessageWithString:@"Message:Goodbye,"];
[SGNetworking closeAllConnections];
[SGNetworking closeAllSockets];

}

[super dealloc];

/**
* @brief
Gets connection status
* @return YES on a connection with another machine or NO when not
*/
-(BOOL) isConnected
{
if (_ctn != nil) return YES;
else return NO;
}
/**
* @brief
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*
a success, and error function on error; allow passing of two
*
block objects can be passed in as parameters to the timeout.
* @param
msgPrompt
*
Prompt message announced when timeout begins (i.e., why we're having
*
a timeout).
* @param
msgSucc
*
Message announced when timeout did not run out and the break condition
*
was met
* @param
msgFail
*
Message announced when timeout did ran out of timeoutSecs and the
*
break condition was never met
* @param
timeoutSecs
*
How long to run timeout for
* @param
countdownBody
*
Function to run every second on timeout
* @param
breakCondition
*
Function that returns a bool to check whether or not the timeout
*
should break
*/
-(void) timeoutWithPrompt:(NSString*)msgPrompt
successMessage:(NSString*)msgSuc
failureMessage:(NSString*)msgFail
timeoutSeconds:(int)timeoutSecs
countdownBodyFunction:(void (ˆ)()) countdownBody
breakCondition:(BOOL (ˆ)()) breakCondition
{
// Create and start timeout timer
SGTimer *timeout = [SGTimer createWithId:create_timer()];
[timeout start];
NSLog(@"%@: A timeout will occur after %d seconds.", msgPrompt, timeoutSecs);
// While timeout is less than timeoutSecs ∗ 1000 (in s)
while ([timeout ticks] < timeoutSecs * 1000)
{
// Run the countdownBody and check to break
countdownBody();
if (breakCondition())
{
NSLog(@"SUCCESS! %@", msgSuc);
return;
}
}
// Outside while loop means a fail
NSLog(@"FAILURE! %@", msgFail);
}
/**
* @brief
Initiates the connection as a host, returning true
*
or false on a success or error
* @return A new host connection to work with
*/
-(SGConnection*) newConnectionAsHost
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//! Define newConnection as __block to allow access to the
__block SGConnection *newConnection = nil;
// Setup a host port at 25585
BOOL hostOk = [SGNetworking createTCPHost:25585];
// If creating the host was not successful...
if (!hostOk)
{
NSLog(@"%@ %@",
@"Couldn't create open port at port 25585.",
@"Ensure nothing else is using that port!");
}
// On each timeout countdown, accept TCP connections while we wait (Obj−C Blocks)
void (ˆcountdownBody )() = ˆ() {[SGNetworking acceptTCPConnection];};
// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (Obj−C Blocks)
BOOL (ˆbreakCondition)() = ˆ()
{
// The new connection from outside this block is now the fetched connection
newConnection = [SGNetworking fetchConnection];
// Return true/false from block obj. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nil)
{
//! Force break condition to be true
return YES;
}
else return NO;
};
// Pass everything to timeout
[self timeoutWithPrompt:@"Waiting for client to connect"
successMessage:@"A client has connected!"
failureMessage:@"No clients connected."
timeoutSeconds:30
countdownBodyFunction:countdownBody
breakCondition:breakCondition];

}

return newConnection;

/**
* @brief
Initiates the connection as a client, returning true or false
*
on a success or error
* @param
ipAddr
*
IP Address that this client should connect to
* @return A new client connection to work with
*/
-(SGConnection*) newConnectionAsClientWithIPAddress:(NSString *) ipAddr
{
__block SGConnection *newConnection = nil;
// On each timeout countdown, accept TCP connections while we wait (Obj−C blocks)
void (ˆcountdownBody )() = ˆ() { /∗ do nothing ∗/ };
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// Break timeout condition when we get a connection (Obj−C blocks)
BOOL (ˆbreakCondition)() = ˆ()
{
// The new connection from outside this block is now the fetched ctn
newConnection = [SGNetworking createTCPConnection:ipAddr
port:25585];
// Return true/false from block obj. on existance of connection
if (newConnection != nil)
{
//! Force break condition to be true
return YES;
}
else return NO;
};
// Pass everything to timeout
[self timeoutWithPrompt:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Attempting to connect to %@" ,ipAddr]
successMessage:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Successfully connected to %@",ipAddr]
failureMessage:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Couldn't connect to %@",
ipAddr]
timeoutSeconds:10
countdownBodyFunction:countdownBody
breakCondition:breakCondition];

}

return newConnection;

/**
* @brief
Process messages that are being recieved (i.e.
*
incoming network string to event)
*/
-(void) processMessages
{
NSString* msg;
// Process only if still connected
if (self.isConnected)
{
if ([SGNetworking tCPMessageReceived])
{
msg = [_ctn readLastMessage];
/**
* @note
*
*
*
*/

Messages recieved in the format:
key:value,key:value, etc.
Hence we want to parse the msg back
into its event kind

NSArray *allKeyValuePairs = [msg componentsSeparatedByString: @","];
// Declare a dict for event we're going to create from this message
NSMutableDictionary* msgData = [[NSMutableDictionary alloc] init];
// For every key:value Pair
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for (id pair in allKeyValuePairs)
{
// Given pair is not blank
if (![pair isEqual: @""])
{
// Get every component separated by a tile m
NSArray *keyAndValueForThisPair = [pair componentsSeparatedByString: @":"];
// At 0 = key
NSString *key = [keyAndValueForThisPair objectAtIndex:0];
// At 1 = value
NSString *value = [keyAndValueForThisPair objectAtIndex:1];

}

}

// Insert the key/value pair from this pair
[msgData setObject:value forKey:key];

// Set the network id of the other message
NSString *incomingNetworkID = [msgData objectForKey:@"Network-ID"];
/∗
∗ PARSE THROUGH DATA TO UPDATE MODEL AS REQUIRED
∗/
// Given im not about to process my own message
if (![incomingNetworkID isEqual:_networkID])
{
/∗
∗ GOODBYE MESSAGE
∗/
if ([[msgData objectForKey:@"Message"] isEqual: @"Goodbye"])
{
NSLog(@"Other player disconnected");
// Kill my connection to end the game
_ctn = nil;
// Don't use eventData
[msgData release];

}

// Don't push the disconnection event
return;

/∗
∗ UPDATE OTHER PLAYER COORD
∗/
id x = [msgData objectForKey:@"x"];
id y = [msgData objectForKey:@"y"];
// Given x/y was in message
if (x != nil && y != nil)
{
// Ask model to update the other player
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[_gameModel updateOtherPlayerToX:[x intValue] andY:[y intValue]];

}
[msgData release];

}

}

}

// Clear all messages
[_ctn clearMessageQueue];

/**
* @brief
Sends a string over the network by packaging it and sending
*
it over the network as a string (i.e. an outgoing event
*
to a network string)
* @param
msg
*
String to send over the network
*/
-(void) sendMessageWithString:(NSString*) msg
{
// Process only if still connected
if (self.isConnected)
{
NSMutableString *data = [NSMutableString stringWithString:msg];
// Append the network id to this message to be sent
[data appendFormat:@"Network-ID:%@,", _networkID];

}
@end



}

// SwinGame API returns the connection on a failed sent message
if ([_ctn sendTCPMessage:data] == _ctn)
{
NSLog(@"Cannot send a message! Check connection!");
}
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Main

C++

Main
Main file for the C++ coupled implementation of the game


#include <stdio.h>
// Include Research Information
#include "ProjectInfo.h"
// Import Model
#include "Game.h"
/**
* @brief
Sets up the network by asking the user
*
whether they are hosting or connecting
*
to the host--gameModel is passed in by
*
reference so that it can initialise its
*
self contained networkView. Done as a
*
function for better functional decomp.
* @param
gameModel
*
Reference to the game model created in
*
main
*/
void setup_network(Game **gameModel)
{
// Ask for hosting
cout << "Are you hosting? [y/n] ";
// Check if hosting
string input;
getline(cin, input);
// If Client
if (input == "n")
{
// Ask for IP
cout << "Enter Host IP: ";
// Get IP Addr to connect to host
string ipAddr;
getline(cin, ipAddr);
// Initate Model (as Client)
*gameModel = new Game(ipAddr);
}
// If Host (blank IP)
else
{
// Initate Model (as Host)
*gameModel = new Game();
}
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}
/**
* @brief
*/
int main()
{

The main entry point to the program

// Announce Hello Message
cout << "Welcome to " << PROJECT_DESC << endl;

// Decalre game model
Game *gameModel = nullptr;
/∗
Network needed to construct the gameModel;
we pass it in by reference here to do just
that
∗/
setup_network(&gameModel);
// If game is still no longer valid (connected) after this stage)−−−then kill program
if (! gameModel->is_valid()) { return 0; }
// Process game loop while not window closed
do
{
gameModel->process_game();
// If suddenly no longer valid, then break
if (! gameModel->is_valid()) { break; }

}
while ( ! window_close_requested() );
// Relinquish the model
delete gameModel;

}



return 0;
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Obj-C

Main
Main file for the Objective-C coupled implementation of the game


#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
// Include SwinGame
#include "SwinGame.h"
// Include Research Information
#include "ProjectInfo.h"
// Import Model
#import "CMGame.h"
/**
* @brief
Sets up the network by asking the user
*
whether they are hosting or connecting
*
to the host--gameModel is passed in by
*
reference so that it can initialise its
*
self contained networkView. Done as a
*
function for better functional decomp.
* @param
gameModel
*
Reference to the game model created in
*
main
*/
void setup_network(CMGame **gameModel)
{
// Ask for hosting
NSLog(@"Are you hosting? [y/n]");
// Check if hosting
char input[32];
scanf("%s", input);
// If Client
if (input[0] == 'n')
{
// Ask for IP
NSLog(@"Enter Host IP: ");
// Read in IP
scanf("%s", input);
// Initate Model (as Client)
*gameModel
= [[CMGame alloc] initAsClientMouseConnectingTo:
[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%s", input]];

}
// If Host (blank IP)
else
{
// Initate Model (as host)
*gameModel
= [[CMGame alloc] initAsHostCat];
}
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}
/**
* @brief
The main entry point to the program
*/
int main()
{
@autoreleasepool
{
// Announce Hello Message
NSLog(@"Welcome to %@", @PROJECT_DESC);
// Decalre game model
CMGame *gameModel = nil;
/∗
Network needed to construct the gameModel;
we pass it in by reference here to do just
that
∗/
setup_network(&gameModel);
// Process game loop while not window closed
while ( (![SGInput windowCloseRequested]) )
{
[gameModel processGame];
// Only process network where still connected
if ( !gameModel.isValid ) break;
}
// Delete the model
[gameModel dealloc];

}
}



return 0;
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